C H A P T E R 3
Demand Analysis
and Optimal Pricing
There’s no brand loyalty so strong that the offer of “penny off”
can’t overcome it.
A MARKETING APHORISM

Anyone who has traveled via commercial airline, even on an infrequent basis, knows there is a bewildering plethora of fares for the same route. Besides the standard first-class and coach fares, there
are discount fares for round-trip travel and for travelers who book two or more weeks in advance,
leave during the week, stay over Saturday night, or fly standby. The fare structure is daunting not
only for travelers but also for the airlines. In determining the standard coach fare on a particular
route, the airline has to consider (1) the cost of the flight (including fuel, labor, and administrative costs), (2) the historical pattern of business and leisure use on the route, (3) overall economic
conditions (which affect travel demand), and (4) the prices charged by competing airlines.
Together the airlines mount some 31,000 domestic flights each day, and they repeatedly alter prices
on their computerized reservation systems as conditions change.
Among airlines, the name of the game is yield management: how to price seat by seat to generate the greatest possible profit. For instance, airlines typically sell higher-priced tickets to business
travelers who cannot take advantage of supersaver and other discount fares. At the same time, they
sell other seats on the same flight at sharply lower prices to attract price-sensitive vacation travelers.
A classic example of yield management is the competitive route between Los Angeles and Kennedy
Airport in New York.1 During June 2004, the cabin of a 158-seat aircraft along this route featured

Airline Ticket
Pricing

1
These fares are reported in “Equalizing Air Fares,” The Wall Street Journal (August 17, 2004), p. B1.
Fares that vary widely according to strength of demand, not distance, are reported in S. McCartney,
“You Paid What for That Flight?” The Wall Street Journal (August 26, 2010), p. D1.
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scores of fares, ranging from first-class roundtrip tickets at $2,400 and greater to discount tickets
below $250. On average, half the tickets sold for fares below $400, some 20 percent of tickets were
priced above $800, with the remainder priced in between. Some travelers cashed in frequent flier
miles. Some purchased at discounts from third-party providers; others received lower fares for
restricted tickets requiring Saturday stayovers. In general, early buyers paid less, but fares fluctuated
day-to-day depending on demand.
The question here is: How can demand analysis help the airlines win the game of yield
management?

In Chapter 2, we presented a simple model of profit maximization. There the
manager began with demand and cost functions and used them to determine
the profit-maximizing price and output level for a given product or service. In
this chapter, we will take a closer look at demand and the role it plays in managerial decision making.
The notion of demand is much richer than the simple formulation given
in Chapter 2. For instance, up until now we have studied the dependence of
demand on a single factor: price. We begin this chapter by considering the
multiple determinants of demand. Next, we look more closely at the responsiveness of demand to these factors, a concept captured in the basic definition
of elasticity. In the remaining sections, we present a richer formulation of
demand and show how it can be used to guide managers in their goal of maximizing profits. Toward this end, we will refine our optimization techniques to
account for more complicated demand conditions—those that include the possibilities of market segmentation and price discrimination.

DETERMINANTS OF DEMAND
The Demand Function
To illustrate the basic quantitative aspects of demand, let’s start with a concrete
example: the demand for air travel.2 Put yourself in the position of a manager for
a leading regional airline. One of your specific responsibilities is to analyze the
state of travel demand for a nonstop route between Houston, Texas, and a rapidly growing city in Florida. Your airline flies one daily departure from each
city to the other (two flights in all) and faces a single competitor that offers
two daily flights from each city. Your task is complicated by the fact that the
number of travelers on your airline (and therefore the revenue your company
earns) has fluctuated considerably in the past three years. Reviewing this past
experience, you realize the main determinants of your airline’s traffic are your
own price and the price of your competitor. In addition, traffic between the two
2

We are not ready yet to analyze the complicated problem of setting multiple fares described in the
opening of this chapter. That must wait until the concluding section.

Determinants of Demand
cities was brisk during years in which the Texas and Florida economies enjoyed
rapid expansion. But, during the slowdown of 2008, air travel fell between the
two cities.
Your immediate goal is to analyze demand for coach-class travel between
the cities. (The small aircraft used on this route does not accommodate firstclass seating.) You begin by writing down the following demand function:
Q " f1P, P°, Y2.

[3.1]

This expression reads, “The number of your airline’s coach seats sold per flight
(Q) depends on (is a function of) your airline’s coach fare (P), your competitor’s fare (P!), and income in the region (Y).” In short, the demand function
shows, in equation form, the relationship between the quantity sold of a good
or service and one or more variables.
The demand function is useful shorthand, but does not indicate the exact
quantitative relationship between Q and P, P!, and Y. For this we need to write
the demand function in a particular form. Suppose the economic forecasting
unit of your airline has supplied you with the following equation, which best
describes demand:
Q " 25 # 3Y # P° $ 2P.

[3.2]

Like the demand equations in Chapter 2, Equation 3.2 predicts sales quantity
once one has specified values of the explanatory variables appearing on the
right-hand side.3 What does the equation say about the present state of
demand? Currently your airline and your competitor are charging the same
one-way fare, $240. The current level of income in the region is 105.4 Putting
these values into Equation 3.2, we find that
Q " 25 # 3(105) # 1(240) $ 2(240)
" 100 seats.
A comparison of this prediction with your airline’s recent experience shows
this equation to be quite accurate. In the past three months, the average number of coach seats sold per flight (week by week) consistently fell in the 90- to
105-seat range. Since 180 coach seats are available on the flight, the airline’s
load factor is 100/180 " 55.5 percent.
3

Methods of estimating and forecasting demand are presented in Chapter 4.
This value is an index of aggregate income—business profits and personal income—in Texas and
Florida. The index is set such that real income (i.e., after accounting for inflation) in 2005 (the socalled base year) equals 100. Thus, a current value of 105 means that regional income has increased
5 percent in real terms since then. In the depth of the Texas recession, the index stood at 87, a 13
percent reduction in real income relative to the base year.
4
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The demand equation can be used to test the effect of changes in any of
the explanatory variables. From Equation 3.2, we see that
1. For each point increase in the income index, 3 additional seats will be
sold.
2. For each $10 increase in the airline’s fare, 20 fewer seats will be sold.
3. For each $10 increase in the competitor’s fare, 10 additional seats will
be sold.
Each of these results assumes the effect in question is the only change that occurs;
that is, all other factors are held constant. In fact, the total change in demand
caused by simultaneous changes in the explanatory variables can be expressed as
¢Q " 3¢Y # 1¢P% $ 2¢P,

[3.3]

where ! means “change in.” Thus, if income increases by 5 index points while
both airline prices are cut by $15, we find !Q " 3(5) # 1($15) $ 2($15) "
30 seats. Your airline would expect to sell 30 additional seats on each flight.
CHECK
STATION 1

Use Equation 3.3 to compute the change in sales, !Q, that will result from !Y " #8,
!P$ " 12, and !P " 20.

The Demand Curve and Shifting Demand
Suppose that, in the immediate future, regional income is expected to remain
at 105 and the competitor’s fare will stay at $240. However, your airline’s fare
is not set in stone, and you naturally are interested in testing the effect of different possible coach prices. Substituting the values of Y and P% into Equation
3.2’s demand function, we find that
Q " 25 # 3(105) # 1(240) $ 2P,
" 580 $ 2P

[3.4]

Like the basic demand equation facing the microchip producer in Chapter 2,
Equation 3.4 relates the quantity of the good or service sold to its price. Here,
however, it is important to remember that, in the background, all other factors
affecting demand are held constant (at the values Y " 105 and P% " 240). Of
course, it is a simple matter to graph this demand equation as a demand curve.
(Do this yourself as practice.) As usual, the demand curve is downward sloping.5
5

We can graph the demand curve (by putting quantity and price on the respective axes), but we
cannot graph the demand function (because this involves four variables and we do not have four
axes). Thus, graphing a particular demand curve requires holding all other factors constant.
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Starting from an initial price, by varying the coach fare up or down, we
move along (respectively up and down) the demand curve. A higher price
means lower sales. But what happens if there is a change in one of the other
factors that affect demand? As we now show, such a change causes a shift in the
demand curve. To illustrate, suppose that a year from now P! is expected to be
unchanged but Y is forecast to grow to 119. What will the demand curve look
like a year hence? To answer this question, we substitute the new value, Y " 119
(along with P! " 240), into the demand function to obtain
Q " 622 # 2P.

[3.5]

Now compare the new and old demand equations. Observe that they are of
the same form, with one key difference: The constant term of the new
demand curve is larger than that of the old. Therefore, if your airline were
to leave its own fare unchanged a year from now, you would enjoy a greater
volume of coach traffic. Figure 3.1 underscores this point by graphing both
the old and new demand curves. Note that the new demand curve constitutes a parallel shift to the right (toward greater sales quantities) of the old
demand curve. At P " $240, current demand is 100 seats per flight. At the
same fare, coach demand one year from now is forecast to be 142 seats (due
to the increase in regional income), a gain of 42 seats. In fact, for any fare
your airline might set (and leave unchanged), demand a year from now is
FIGURE 3.1
A Shift in Demand

Price

Due to growth in
regional income, the
airline’s demand curve
in one year’s time lies
to the right of its current demand curve. At
an unchanged price a
year from now, it
expects to sell 42 additional seats on each
flight.
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predicted to grow by 42 seats. Thus, we confirm that there is a 42-unit rightward shift in the demand curve from old to new demand.
Another way to think about the effect of the increase in regional income
is to write down the equations for the market-clearing price for the old and
new demand curves. These are
P ! 290 " Q/2 (old)
P ! 311 " Q/2 (new)

[3.6]

Thus, if your airline seeks to sell the same number of seats a year from now
that it does today, it can do so while raising the coach ticket price by $21 (the
difference between 311 and 290). To see this in Figure 3.1, fix the quantity and
read the higher price off the new demand curve.

General Determinants of Demand
The example of demand for air travel is representative of the results found for
most goods or services. Obviously, the good’s own price is a key determinant of
demand. (We will say much more about price later in the chapter.) Close
behind in importance is the level of income of the potential purchasers of the
good or service. A basic definition is useful in describing the effect of income
on sales: A product is called a normal good if an increase in income raises its
sales. In our example, air travel is a normal good. For any normal good, sales
vary directly with income; that is, the coefficient on income in the demand
equation is positive. As an empirical matter, most goods and services are normal. Any increase in consumer income is spread over a wide variety of goods
and services. (Of course, the extra spending on a given good may be small or
even nearly zero.) Likewise, when income is reduced in an economy that is
experiencing a recession, demand falls across the spectrum of normal goods.
For a small category of goods (such as certain food staples), an increase in
income causes a reduction in spending. These are termed inferior goods. For
instance, an individual of moderate means may regularly consume a large quantity of beans, rice, and ground meat. But, after experiencing an increase in
income, the individual can better afford other foods and therefore reduces his
consumption of the old staples.
A third set of factors affecting demand are the prices of substitute and complementary goods. As the term suggests, a substitute good competes with and
can substitute for the good in question. In the airline example, travel on one
airline serving the same intercity route is a very close substitute for travel on the
other. Accordingly, an increase in the price of the substitute good or service causes an
increase in demand for the good in question (by making it relatively more attractive
to purchase). Note that substitution in demand can occur at many levels. For

Elasticity of Demand
instance, the airline’s sales along the route are affected not only by changes in
competing airline fares but also by train and bus fares and auto-operating costs.
To a greater or lesser degree, these other modes of transportation are substitutes for air travel.
A pair of goods is complementary if an increase in demand for one causes
an increase in demand for the other. For instance, an increase in the sales of
new automobiles will have a positive effect on the sales of new tires. In particular, tire manufacturers are very interested in the prices car manufacturers announce for new models. They know that discount auto prices will spur
not only the sales of cars, but also the sales of tires. The price of a complementary good enters negatively into the demand function; that is, an increase
in the price of a complementary good reduces demand for the good in question. For
example, Florida resort packages and travel between Houston and Florida
are to some extent complementary. Thus, the price of resort packages would
enter with a negative coefficient into the demand function for travel along
the route.6
Finally, a wide variety of other factors may affect the demand for particular goods and services. Normal population growth of prime groups that consume the good or service will increase demand. As the populations of Houston
and the Florida city grow, so will air travel between them. The main determinant of soft-drink sales is the number of individuals in the 10-to-25 age group.
Changes in preferences and tastes are another important factor. Various trends
over the past 20 years have supported growth in demand for new foods (diet,
natural, organic), new electronic products (cell phones, digital cameras, MP3
players, CD and DVD players), new recreation services (exercise, travel, tanning salons, and so on). The list is endless.

ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
Price Elasticity
Price elasticity measures the responsiveness of a good’s sales to changes in
its price. This concept is important for two reasons. First, knowledge of a
good’s price elasticity allows firms to predict the impact of price changes on
unit sales. Second, price elasticity guides the firm’s profit-maximizing pricing decisions.
Let’s begin with a basic definition: The price elasticity of demand is
the ratio of the percentage change in quantity and the percentage change
6

Although we say that autos and tires are complementary goods, the cross-price effects need
not be of comparable magnitudes. Auto prices have a large impact on tire sales, but tire prices
have a very minor impact on auto sales because they are a small fraction of the full cost of a
new car.
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in the good’s price, all other factors held constant. In algebraic terms,
we have
Ep "

% change in Q

% change in P
(Q1 ! Q0)/Q0
¢Q /Q
"
"
¢P/P
(P1 ! P0)/P0

[3.7]

where P0 and Q0 are the initial price and quantity, respectively. For example,
consider the airline’s demand curve as described in Equation 3.4. At the current $240 fare, 100 coach seats are sold. If the airline cut its price to $235, 110
seats would be demanded. Therefore, we find
Ep "

(110 ! 100)/100
(235 ! 240)/240

"

10.0%
" !4.8.
!2.1%

In this example, price was cut by 2.1 percent (the denominator), with the result
that quantity increased by 10 percent (the numerator). Therefore, the price
elasticity (the ratio of these two effects) is !4.8. Notice that the change in quantity was due solely to the price change. The other factors that potentially could
affect sales (income and the competitor’s price) did not change. (The requirement “all other factors held constant” in the definition is essential for a meaningful notion of price elasticity.) We observe that there is a large percentage
quantity change for a relatively small price change. The ratio is almost fivefold.
Demand is very responsive to price.
Price elasticity is a key ingredient in applying marginal analysis to
determine optimal prices. Because marginal analysis works by evaluating
“small” changes taken with respect to an initial decision, it is useful to measure
elasticity with respect to an infinitesimally small change in price. In this
instance, we write elasticity as
Ep "

dQ /Q
.
dP/P

[3.8a]

We can rearrange this expression to read
Ep " a

dQ
P
b a b.
dP
Q

[3.8b]

In words, the elasticity (measured at price P) depends directly on dQ /dP, the
derivative of the demand function with respect to P (as well as on the ratio of
P to Q).

Elasticity of Demand
The algebraic expressions in Equations 3.7 and 3.8a are referred to as point
elasticities because they link percentage quantity and price changes at a pricequantity point on the demand curve. Although most widely used, point elasticity
measures are not the only way to describe changes in price and quantity. A
closely related measure is arc price elasticity, which is defined as
EP !

¢Q /Q
¢P/P

where Q is the average of the two quantities, Q ! (Q0 " Q1)/2, and P is
the average of the two prices, P ! (P0 " P1)/2. In the airline example, the
average quantity is 105 seats, the average price is $237.50, and the arc price
elasticity is (10/105)/(#5/237.5) ! # 4.5.
The main advantage of the arc elasticity measure is that it treats the prices
and quantities symmetrically; that is, it does not distinguish between the “initial”
and “final” prices and quantities. Regardless of the starting point, the elasticity is
the same. In contrast, in computing the elasticity via Equation 3.7, one must be
careful to specify P0 and Q0. To illustrate, suppose the initial airfare is $235 and
110 seats are filled. The elasticity associated with a price hike to $240 (and a drop
to 100 seats) is EP ! (#10/110)/(5/235) ! #4.3. Thus, we see that the elasticity associated with the change is #4.8 or #4.3, depending on the starting point.
The overriding advantage of point elasticities (Equation 3.8a) is their application in conjunction with marginal analysis. For instance, a firm’s optimal
pricing policy depends directly on its estimate of the price elasticity, EP !
(dQ /Q)/(dP/P). In this and later chapters, we will focus on point elasticities
in our analysis of optimal decisions.7
Elasticity measures the sensitivity of demand with respect to price. In
describing elasticities, it is useful to start with a basic benchmark. First, demand
is said to be unitary elastic if EP ! #1. In this case, the percentage change in
price is exactly matched by the resulting percentage change in quantity, but in
the opposite direction. Second, demand is inelastic if #1 $ EP % 0. The term
inelastic suggests that demand is relatively unresponsive to price: The percentage change in quantity is less (in absolute value) than the percentage change
in price. Finally, demand is elastic if EP $ #1. In this case, an initial change in
price causes a larger percentage change in quantity. In short, elastic demand
is highly responsive, or sensitive, to changes in price.
The easiest way to understand the meaning of inelastic and elastic demand
is to examine two extreme cases. Figure 3.2a depicts a vertical demand curve
representing perfectly inelastic demand, EP ! 0. Here sales are constant (at
7
As long as the price change is very small, the point elasticity calculated via Equation 3.7 will vary
little whether the higher or lower price is taken as the starting point. Furthermore, this value will
closely approximate the exact measure of elasticity given by Equation 3.8a.
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FIGURE 3.2
Two Extreme Cases
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Q ! 100) no matter how high the price charged. Thus, for any price change,
the quantity change is zero, and therefore so is the elasticity.8 Figure 3.2b
depicts the opposite extreme: a horizontal demand curve where demand is
perfectly elastic, EP ! "#. The horizontal curve indicates that the firm can
sell as much output as it likes at the given price; whether it sells a large or small
output quantity will have no effect on its price. In this case, we say that the market determines the firm’s price. (Note also that the firm can sell nothing at a
higher-than-market price.) Demand is called perfectly elastic because sales are
infinitely sensitive to price. To see this, consider the nearly horizontal demand
curve in Figure 3.2 and observe that any small price change causes a very large
quantity change in the opposite direction. For horizontal demand, the quantity change becomes infinite for any price change, even one approaching zero;
thus, the elasticity ratio becomes infinite, EP ! "#.

“The demand for automobiles must be less elastic than the demand for CD players
because a $50 reduction in the price of cars does not affect the number sold nearly as
much as a $50 reduction in the price of CD players.” Is this statement correct? Explain.
FACTORS AFFECTING PRICE ELASTICITY What determines whether the
demand for a good is price elastic or price inelastic? Here are four important
factors.
A first factor is the degree to which the good is a necessity. If a good or
service is not considered essential, the purchaser can easily do without it—if
and when the price becomes too high—even if there are no close substitutes.
In that case, demand is elastic. If the good is a necessary component of consumption, it is more difficult to do without it in the face of a price increase.
Thus, demand tends to be price inelastic.
A second factor is the availability of substitutes. With many substitutes, consumers easily can shift to other alternatives if the price of one good becomes
too high; demand is elastic. Without close substitutes, switching becomes more
difficult; demand is more inelastic. For this reason, industry demand tends to be
much less elastic than the demand facing a particular firm in the industry. If one firm’s
price increases, consumers are able to go to other firms quite easily. Thus, the
demand facing a single firm in an industry may be quite elastic because competitors produce goods that are close substitutes. But consider what happens
if the industry price goes up, that is, all firms in the industry increase their prices
in unison. In this case, price-sensitive consumers are limited in their course of
action: to do without the good or to find a good in another industry to replace
it. If these options are infeasible, the third option is to pay the higher price.
Thus, industry demand is less elastic. The same point applies to the case where
8
Caution: The strictly vertical demand curve should be thought of as a hypothetical, limiting case,
not something that could occur in practice. If it did occur, the firm could raise the good’s price as
high as it wished, maintaining an unchanged level of sales. By doing so, it would earn unlimited
profit. We all know, however, that there is no such “free lunch” in the business world.

CHECK
STATION 2
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a single monopolist dominates an industry or product line. Other things being
equal, the monopolist’s demand is less elastic (since it is the sole producer)
than the demand facing a particular firm in a multifirm industry.
A third determinant of price elasticity is the proportion of income a consumer spends on the good in question. The issue here is the cost of searching
for suitable alternatives to the good. It takes time and money to compare substitute products. If an individual spends a significant portion of income on a
good, he or she will find it worthwhile to search for and compare the prices of
other goods. Thus, the consumer is price sensitive. If spending on the good
represents only a small portion of total income, however, the search for substitutes will not be worth the time, effort, and expense. Thus, other things being
equal, the demand for small-ticket items tends to be relatively inelastic.
Finally, time of adjustment is an important influence on elasticity. When
the price of gasoline dramatically increased in the last five years, consumers
initially had little recourse but to pay higher prices at the pump. Much of the
population continued to drive to work in large, gas-guzzling cars. As time
passed, however, consumers began to make adjustments. Some commuters
have now switched from automobiles to buses or other means of public transit. Gas guzzlers have been replaced by smaller, more fuel-efficient cars including hybrids. Some workers have moved closer to their jobs, and when jobs turn
over, workers have found new jobs closer to their homes. Thus, in the short
run, the demand for gasoline is relatively inelastic. But in the long run, demand
appears to be much more elastic as people are able to cut back consumption
by a surprising amount. Thus, the time of adjustment is crucial. As a general
rule, demand is more elastic in the long run than in the short run.

Other Elasticities
The elasticity concept can be applied to any explanatory variable that affects
sales. Many of these variables—income, the prices of substitutes and complements, and changes in population or preferences—have already been mentioned. (An additional important variable affecting sales is the firm’s spending
on advertising and promotion.) To illustrate, consider the elasticity of demand
with respect to income (Y). This is defined as
EY !

% change in Q
% change in Y

!

¢Q/Q
¢Y/Y

in a manner exactly analogous to the earlier price elasticity definition.9 Income
elasticity links percentage changes in sales to changes in income, all other
9

If an infinitesimal change is considered, the corresponding elasticity expression is EY !
(dQ /Q)/(dY/Y). In addition, when multiple factors affect demand, the “partial derivative” notation emphasizes the separate effect of income changes on demand, all other factors held constant.
In this case, we write EY ! ("Q /Q)/("Y/Y).

Elasticity of Demand
factors held constant. For example, the income elasticity of demand for spending on groceries is about.25; that is, a 10 percent increase in income results
in only about a 2.5 percent increase in spending in this category. In other
words, a household’s consumption of groceries is relatively insensitive to
changes in income. In contrast, restaurant expenditures are highly sensitive
to income changes. The income elasticity for this type of spending is
about 3.0.
A main impact on the sales outlook for an industry, a firm, or a particular
good or service is the overall strength of the economy. When the economy
grows strongly, so do personal income, business profits, and government
income. Gains in these income categories generate increased spending on a
wide variety of goods and services. Conversely, when income falls during a
recession, so do sales across the economy. Income elasticity thus provides an
important measure of the sensitivity of sales for a given product to swings in the
economy. For instance, if EY ! 1, sales move exactly in step with changes in
income. If EY " 1, sales are highly cyclical, that is, sensitive to income. For an
inferior good, sales are countercyclical, that is, move in the opposite direction of
income and EY # 0.
CROSS-PRICE ELASTICITIES A final, commonly used elasticity links changes
in a good’s sales to changes in the prices of related goods. Cross-price elasticity
is defined as

EP$ !

¢Q/Q
¢P$/P$

where P$ denotes the price of a related good or service. If the goods in question are substitutes, the cross-elasticity will be positive. For instance, if a 5 percent cut in a competitor’s intercity fare is expected to reduce the airline’s ticket
sales by 2 percent, we find EP$ ! (%2%)/(%5%) ! .4. The magnitude of EP$
provides a useful measure of the substitutability of the two goods.10 For example, if EP$ ! .05, sales of the two goods are almost unrelated. If EP$ is very large,
however, the two goods are nearly perfect substitutes. Finally, if a pair of goods
are complements, the cross-elasticity is negative. An increase in the complementary good’s price will adversely affect sales.
Table 3.1 provides estimated price and income elasticities for selected
goods and services.

10
We could also examine the effect of a change in the airline’s fare on the competitor’s ticket sales.
Note that the two cross-price elasticities may be very different in magnitude. For instance, in our
example the airline flies only half as many flights as its competitor. Given its smaller market share
and presence, one would predict that changes in the airline’s price would have a much smaller
impact on the sales of its larger rival than vice versa.
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TABLE 3.1
Estimated Price and
Income Elasticities for
Selected Goods and
Services

Price
Elasticity

Good or Service

Income
Elasticity

Air travel:
Business

!.18

1.1

Nonbusiness

!.38

1.8

Automobiles:

1.9

Subcompact

!.81

Luxury

!2.1

Beef

!.5

Beer

!.36

1.0

.51

Wine

!.57

1.0

Cigarettes:
All smokers

!.7

Ages 15–18

!1.4

Gasoline (1-year)

!.32

Housing

.20
.34

Telephone calls
Long distance

!.5

1.0

Source: Elasticities were compiled by the authors from articles in economic journals and other
published sources.

Price Elasticity and Prediction
Price elasticity is an essential tool for estimating the sales response to possible
price changes. A simple rearrangement of the elasticity definition (Equation 3.7)
gives the predictive equation:
¢Q/Q # EP(¢P/P)

[3.9]

For instance, in Table 3.1, the short-term (i.e., one-year) price elasticity of
demand for gasoline is approximately !.3. This indicates that if the average
price of gasoline were to increase from $2.50 to $3.00 per gallon (a 20 percent
increase), then consumption of gasoline (in gallons) would fall by only 6 percent (!.3 " 20%). The table also shows that the price elasticity of demand for
luxury cars is !2.1. A modest 5 percent increase in their average sticker price
implies a 10.5 percent drop in sales. (Caution: Equation 3.9 is exact for very
small changes but only an approximation for large percentage changes, over
which elasticities may vary.)

Demand Analysis and Optimal Pricing
How does one estimate the impact on sales from changes in two or more
factors that affect demand? A simple example can illustrate the method. In
Table 3.1, the price and income elasticities for nonbusiness air travel are estimated to be EP ! ".38 and EY ! 1.8, respectively. In the coming year, average
airline fares are expected to rise by 8 percent and income by 5 percent. What
will be the impact on the number of tickets sold to nonbusiness travelers? The
answer is found by adding the separate effects due to each change:
¢Q/Q ! EP(¢P/P) $ EY(¢Y/Y)

[3.10]

Therefore, #Q /Q ! (".38)(8%) $ (1.8)(5%) ! 6%. Sales are expected to
increase by about 6 percent.

DEMAND ANALYSIS AND OPTIMAL PRICING
In this section, we put demand analysis to work by examining three important
managerial decisions: (1) the special case of revenue maximization, (2) optimal markup pricing, and (3) price discrimination.

Price Elasticity, Revenue, and Marginal Revenue
What can we say about the elasticity along any downward-sloping, linear
demand curve? First, we must be careful to specify the starting quantity and
price (the point on the demand curve) from which percentage changes are
measured. From Equation 3.8b, we know that EP ! (dQ /dP)(P/Q). The slope
of the demand curve is dP/dQ (as it is conventionally drawn with price on the
vertical axis). Thus, the first term in the elasticity expression, dQ /dP, is simply
the inverse of this slope and is constant everywhere along the curve. The term
P/Q decreases as one moves downward along the curve. Thus, along a linear
demand curve, moving to lower prices and greater quantities reduces elasticity; that is, demand becomes more inelastic.
As a concrete illustration of this point, consider a software firm that is trying to determine the optimal price for one of its popular software programs.
Management estimates this product’s demand curve to be
Q ! 1,600 " 4P,
where Q is copies sold per week and P is in dollars. We note for future reference that dQ /dP ! "4. Figure 3.3a shows this demand curve as well as the
associated marginal revenue curve. In the figure, the midpoint of the demand
curve is marked by point M: Q ! 800 and P ! $200. Two other points, A and
B, along the demand curve also are shown.
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FIGURE 3.3
Demand, Revenue, and
Marginal Revenue
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The figure depicts a useful result. Any linear demand curve can be divided
into two regions. Exactly midway along the linear demand curve, price elasticity
is unity. To the northwest (at higher prices and lower quantities), demand is
elastic. To the southeast (at lower prices and greater quantities), demand is
inelastic. For example, consider a point on the inelastic part of the curve
such as B: P ! $100 and Q ! 1,200. Here the point elasticity is EP !
(dQ/dP)(P/Q) ! ("4)(100/1,200) ! ".33. Conversely, at a point on the elastic portion of the demand curve such as A (P ! $300 and Q ! 400), the point
elasticity is EP ! ("4)(300/400) ! "3.0.

Compute the price elasticity at point M. Show that the elasticity is unity. This result holds
for the midpoint of any linear demand curve.
Figure 3.3b depicts the firm’s total revenue curve for different sales volumes.
It displays the familiar shape of an upside-down U. Total revenue increases as
quantity increases up to the revenue peak; at still higher quantities, revenue falls.
Let’s carefully trace the relationship between price elasticity and changes
in revenue. Suppose that management of the software firm is operating at point
A on the demand curve in Figure 3.3a. Its price is $300, it sells 400 copies of the
software program, and it earns $120,000 in revenue per week. Could the firm
increase its revenue by cutting its price to spur greater sales? If demand is elastic, the answer is yes. Under elastic demand, the percentage increase in quantity is greater than the percentage fall in price. Thus, revenue—the product of
price and quantity—must increase. The positive change in quantity more than
compensates for the fall in price. Figure 3.3b shows clearly that starting from
point A, revenue increases when the firm moves to greater quantities (and
lower prices). Starting from any point of elastic demand, the firm can increase
revenue by reducing its price.
Now suppose the software firm is operating originally at point B, where
demand is inelastic. In this case, the firm can increase revenue by raising its
price. Because demand is inelastic, the percentage drop in quantity of sales is
smaller than the percentage increase in price. With price rising by more than
quantity falls, revenue necessarily increases. Again, the revenue graph in Figure
3.3b tells the story. Starting from point B, the firm increases its revenue by
reducing its quantity (and raising its price). As long as demand is inelastic, revenue moves in the same direction as price. By raising price and reducing quantity, the firm moves back toward the revenue peak.
Putting these two results together, we see that when demand is inelastic or
elastic, revenue can be increased (by a price hike or cut, respectively).
Therefore, revenue is maximized when neither a price hike nor a cut will help;
that is, when demand is unitary elastic, EP ! "1. In the software example, the
revenue-maximizing quantity is Q ! 800 (Figure 3.3b). This quantity (along
with the price, P ! $200) is the point of unitary elasticity (in Figure 3.3a).

CHECK
STATION 3
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Our discussion has suggested an interesting and important relationship
between marginal revenue and price elasticity. The same point can be made
mathematically. By definition, MR ! dR/dQ ! d(PQ )/dQ. The derivative of
this product (see Rule 5 of the appendix to Chapter 2) is
MR !
!
!
!

P(dQ/dQ) # (dP/dQ)Q
P # P(dP/dQ)(Q/P)
P31 # (dP/dQ)(Q/P)4
P31 # 1/EP4.

[3.11]

For instance, if demand is elastic (say, EP ! "3), MR is positive; that is, an
increase in quantity (via a reduction in price) will increase total revenue. If
demand is inelastic (say, EP ! ".6), MR is negative; an increase in quantity
causes total revenue to decline. If elasticity is precisely "1, MR is zero. Figure
3.3a shows clearly the relationship between MR and EP.

Maximizing Revenue
As we saw in Chapter 2, there generally is a conflict between the goals of maximizing revenue and maximizing profit. Clearly, maximizing profit is the appropriate objective because it takes into account not only revenues but also
relevant costs. In some important special cases, however, the two goals coincide or are equivalent. This occurs when the firm faces what is sometimes called
a pure selling problem: a situation where it supplies a good or service while
incurring no variable cost (or a variable cost so small that it safely can be
ignored). It should be clear that, without any variable costs, the firm maximizes
its ultimate profit by setting price and output to gain as much revenue as possible (from which any fixed costs then are paid). The following pricing problems
serve as examples.
• A software firm is deciding the optimal selling price for its software.
• A manufacturer must sell (or otherwise dispose of) an inventory of
unsold merchandise.
• A professional sports franchise must set its ticket prices for its home
games.
• An airline is attempting to fill its empty seats on a regularly scheduled
flight.
In each of these examples, variable costs are absent (or very small). The cost
of an additional software copy (documentation and disk included) is trivial. In
the case of airline or sports tickets, revenues crucially depend on how many
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tickets are sold. The cost of an additional passenger or spectator is negligible
once the flight or event has been scheduled. As for inventory, production costs
are sunk; selling costs are negligible or very small. Thus, in each case the firm
maximizes profits by setting price and output to maximize revenue.
How does the firm determine its revenue-maximizing price and output?
There are two equivalent answers to this question. The first answer is to apply
Chapter 2’s fundamental rule: MR ! MC. In the case of a pure selling problem,
marginal cost is zero. Thus, the rule becomes MR ! 0, exactly as one would
expect. This rule instructs the manager to push sales to the point where there
is no more additional revenue to be had—MR ! 0—and no further.
From the preceding discussion, we have established a second, equivalent
answer: Revenue is maximized at the point of unitary elasticity. If demand were
inelastic or elastic, revenue could be increased by raising or lowering price,
respectively. The following proposition sums up these results.
Revenue is maximized at the price and quantity for which marginal revenue is zero
or, equivalently, the price elasticity of demand is unity ("1).
Note that this result confirms that the point of unitary elasticity occurs at the
midpoint of a linear demand curve. For the sales quantity at the midpoint,
marginal revenue is exactly zero (since the MR curve cuts the horizontal axis
at the midpoint quantity). But when MR ! 0, it is also true that EP ! "1.

The management of a professional sports team has a 36,000-seat stadium it wishes to fill.
It recognizes, however, that the number of seats sold (Q) is very sensitive to average
ticket prices (P). It estimates demand to be Q ! 60,000 " 3,000P. Assuming the team’s
costs are known and do not vary with attendance, what is management’s optimal pricing
policy?

Optimal Markup Pricing
There is a close link between demand for a firm’s product and the firm’s
optimal pricing policy. In the remainder of this chapter, we will take a close
and careful look at the trade-off between price and profit. Recall that in
Chapter 2, the focus was squarely on the firm’s quantity decision. Once the
firm determined its optimal output by weighing marginal revenue and marginal cost, it was a simple matter to set price in order to sell exactly that
much output. Now we shift our focus to price and consider a somewhat different trade-off.
To illustrate this trade-off, we can write the firm’s contribution as
Contribution ! (P " MC)Q ,

CHECK
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where, for simplicity, MC is assumed to be constant. How should the firm set
its price to maximize its contribution (and, therefore, its profit)? The answer
depends on how responsive demand is to changes in price, that is, on price
elasticity of demand. Raising price increases the firm’s contribution per unit (or
margin), P ! MC. But to a greater or lesser degree, a price hike also reduces
the total volume of sales Q. If sales are relatively unresponsive to price (i.e.,
demand is relatively inelastic), the firm can raise its price and increase its margin without significantly reducing quantity. In this instance, the underlying
trade-off works in favor of high prices.
Alternatively, suppose demand is very elastic. In this instance, a price
increase would bring a large drop in sales to the detriment of total contribution. Here, the way to maximize contribution (and profit) is to play the other
side of the trade-off. The firm should pursue a policy of discount pricing to
maximize profitability. As we shall see, the correct pricing policy depends on a
careful analysis of the price elasticity of demand. Indeed, when the firm has
the ability to segment markets, it may benefit by trading on demand differences. As noted in this chapter’s opening example, airlines set a variety of different ticket prices—charging high fares to less price-sensitive business travelers
and discounting prices to economy-minded vacation travelers.
In Chapter 2, we focused on the application of the MR " MC rule as a way
to determine the firm’s optimal level of output. It is possible to write down and
apply a modified (but exactly equivalent) version of the MR " MC rule to
derive a simple rule for the firm’s profit-maximizing price. The firm’s optimal
price is determined as follows:
P ! MC
1
"
.
P
!EP

[3.12]

This equation, called the markup rule, indicates that
The size of the firm’s markup (above marginal cost and expressed as a percentage
of price) depends inversely on the price elasticity of demand for a good or service.
The markup is always positive. (Note that EP is negative, so the right-hand
side is positive.) What happens as demand becomes more and more price
elastic (i.e., price sensitive)? The right-hand side of the markup rule
becomes smaller, and so does the optimal markup on the left-hand side. In
short, the more elastic is demand, then the smaller is the markup above marginal cost.11
11

Here is how the markup rule is derived. From Equation 3.11, we know that MR " P[1 # 1/EP].
Setting MR " MC, we have P # P/EP " MC. This can be written as P ! MC " !P/EP and, finally,
[P ! MC]/P " !1/EP, the markup rule. Thus, the markup rule is derived from and equivalent to
the MR " MC rule.
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TABLE 3.2
Elasticities and
Optimal Prices

Elasticity
#1.5

The markup of price
above marginal cost
varies inversely with
the elasticity of
demand.

Markup Factor
EP/11 ! EP2
3.0

MC

Price

100

300

#2.0

2.0

100

200

#3.0

1.5

100

150

#5.0

1.25

100

125

#11.0

1.1

100

110

#$

1.0

100

100

The markup rule is intuitively appealing and is the most commonly noted
form of the optimal pricing rule. Nonetheless, to make computations easier, it
is useful to rearrange the rule to read
P! a

EP
bMC.
1 " EP

[3.13]

Using this formula, Table 3.2 lists optimal prices by elasticity. Again, we see that
greater elasticities imply lower prices.
CAUTION The markup rule is applicable only in the case of elastic demand.
Why not inelastic demand? The simple fact is that the firm’s current price cannot
be profit maximizing if demand is inelastic. Under inelastic demand, the firm could
raise its price and increase its revenue. Because it would sell less output at the
higher price, it also would lower its production cost at the same time. Thus,
profit would increase. In short, the firm should never operate on the inelastic
portion of its demand curve. It should increase profit by raising price and moving to the elastic portion; the optimal markup rule tells it exactly how far it
should move into the elastic region of demand.

The markup rule is a formal expression of the conventional wisdom that price
should depend on both demand and cost. The rule prescribes how prices should be
determined in principle. In practice, managers often adopt other pricing
policies. The most common practice is to use full-cost pricing. With this method,
price is
P ! (1 " m)AC,

[3.14]

where AC denotes total average cost (defined as total cost divided by total output) and m denotes the markup of price above average cost.
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Our study of optimal managerial decisions suggests two points of criticism
about full-cost pricing. First, full-cost pricing uses average cost—the incorrect
measure of relevant cost—as its base. The logic of marginal analysis in general
and the optimal markup rule (Equation 3.13) in particular show that optimal
price and quantity depend on marginal cost. Fixed costs, which are counted in
AC but not in MC, have no effect on the choice of optimal price and quantity.12
Thus, to the extent that AC differs from MC, the full-cost method can lead to
pricing errors.
Second, the percentage markup should depend on the elasticity of
demand. There is considerable evidence that firms vary their markups in rough
accord with price elasticity.13 Gourmet frozen foods carry much higher
markups than generic food items. Inexpensive digital watches ($15 and under)
have lower markups than fine Swiss watches or jewelers’ watches. Designer
dresses and wedding dresses carry much higher markups than off-the-rack
dresses. In short, producers’ markups are linked to elasticities, at least in a qualitative sense. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that firms’ full-cost markups exactly
duplicate optimal markups. Obviously, a firm that sets a fixed markup irrespective of elasticity is needlessly sacrificing profit.14

CHECK
STATION 5

The U.S. cigarette industry has negotiated with Congress and government agencies to settle liability claims against it. Under the proposed settlement, cigarette companies will
make fixed annual payments to the government based on their historic market shares.
Suppose a manufacturer estimates its marginal cost at $2.00 per pack, its own price elasticity at !2, and sets its price at $4.00. The company’s settlement obligations are
expected to raise its average total cost per pack by about $.80. What effect will this have
on its optimal price?
12

Fixed costs obviously are important for the decision about whether to produce the good. For
production to be profitable in the long run, price must exceed average cost, P ! AC. If not, the
firm should cease production and shut down. Chapter 6 provides an extensive discussion of this
so-called shut-down rule for firms producing single and multiple products.
13
In evaluating the practice of full-cost pricing, the real issue is how close it comes to duplicating optimal markup pricing. Even if firms do not apply the optimal markup rule, they may price
as though they did. For instance, a firm that experiments with different full-cost markups may
soon discover the profit-maximizing price (without ever computing an elasticity). In contrast, a
rival firm that retains a suboptimal price will earn a lower profit and ultimately may be driven
from the highly competitive market. So-called natural economic selection (elimination of less
profitable firms) means that the surviving firms are ones that have succeeded in earning maximum profits.
In some circumstances, full-cost pricing is a lower-cost alternative to the optimal markup rule.
Estimating the price elasticities necessary for setting optimal markups is sometimes quite costly.
Accordingly, the firm may choose to continue its current pricing policy (believing it to be approximately optimal) rather than generating new and costly elasticity estimates and setting a new
markup.
14
For an instance of an entrepreneur suboptimally operating on the inelastic portion of the
demand curve, see S. Leavitt, “An Economist Sells Bagels: A Case Study in Profit Maximization,”
Working Paper 12152, National Bureau of Economic Research (March 2006).
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Price Discrimination
Price discrimination occurs when a firm sells the same good or service to different buyers at different prices.15 As the following examples suggest, price
discrimination is a common business practice.
• Airlines charge full fares to business travelers, while offering discount
fares to vacationers.
• Firms sell the same products under different brand names or labels at
different prices.
• Providers of professional services (doctors, consultants, lawyers, etc.)
set different rates for different clients.
• Manufacturers introduce products at high prices before gradually
dropping price over time.
• Publishers of academic journals charge much higher subscription
rates to libraries and institutions than to individual subscribers.
• Businesses offer student and senior citizen discounts for many goods
and services.
• Manufacturers sell the same products at higher prices in the retail
market than in the wholesale market.
• Movies play in “first-run” theaters at higher ticket prices before being
released to suburban theaters at lower prices.
When a firm practices price discrimination, it sets different prices for different market segments, even though its costs of serving each customer group
are the same. Thus, price discrimination is purely demand based. Of course,
firms may also charge different prices for the “same” good or service because
of cost differences. (For instance, transportation cost may be one reason why
the same make and model of automobile sells for significantly different prices
on the West and East coasts.) But cost-based pricing does not fall under the
heading of price discrimination.
Price discrimination is a departure from the pricing model we have examined up to this point. Thus far, the firm has been presumed to set a single
market-clearing price. Obviously, charging different prices to different market
segments, as in the examples just listed, allows the firm considerably more pricing flexibility. More to the point, the firm can increase its profit with a policy
of optimal price discrimination (when the opportunity exists).
15

Here, we are discussing legal methods of price discrimination; that is, we are using the term
discrimination in its neutral sense. Obviously, the civil rights laws prohibit economic discrimination (including unfair pricing practices) based on gender, race, or national origin. The antitrust
statutes also limit specific cases of price discrimination that can be shown to significantly reduce
competition.
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Two conditions must hold for a firm to practice price discrimination profitably. First, the firm must be able to identify market segments that differ with
respect to price elasticity of demand. As we show shortly, the firm profits by
charging a higher price to the more inelastic (i.e., less price-sensitive) market
segment(s). Second, it must be possible to enforce the different prices paid by
different segments. This means that market segments receiving higher prices
must be unable to take advantage of lower prices. (In particular, a low-price
buyer must be unable to resell the good or service profitably to a high-price
buyer.) The conditions necessary to ensure different prices exist in the preceding examples. Sometimes the conditions are quite subtle. Business travelers
rarely can purchase discount air tickets because they cannot meet advancebooking or minimum-stay requirements. First-run moviegoers pay a high ticket
price because they are unwilling to wait until the film comes to a lower-price
theater.
How can the firm maximize its profit via price discrimination? There are
several (related) ways to answer this question. The markup rule provides a
ready explanation of this practice. To illustrate, suppose a firm has identified
two market segments, each with its own demand curve. (Chapter 4 discusses the
means by which these different demand curves can be identified and estimated.) Then the firm can treat the different segments as separate markets for
the good. The firm simply applies the markup rule twice to determine its optimal price and sales for each market segment. Thus, it sets price according to
P ! [EP/(1 " EP)]MC (Equation 3.13) separately for each market segment.
Presumably the marginal cost of producing for each market is the same. With
the same MC inserted into the markup rule, the difference in the price charged
to each segment is due solely to differences in elasticities of demand. For
instance, suppose a firm identifies two market segments with price elasticities
of #5 and #3, respectively. The firm’s marginal cost of selling to either segment is $200. Then, according to the markup rule, the firm’s optimal prices are
$250 and $300, respectively. We see that the segment with the more inelastic
demand pays the higher price. The firm charges the higher price to less pricesensitive buyers (with little danger of losing sales). At the same time, it attracts
the more price-sensitive customers (who would buy relatively little of the good
at the higher price) by offering them a discounted price. Thus, by means of
optimal price discrimination, the firm maximizes its profit.16
16

Here is another way to make the same point. Suppose the firm initially made the mistake of
charging the same price to both market segments. The markup rule says it can increase its profit
by raising one price and lowering the other. Let’s check that this is the case. At the common price,
let the first segment’s demand be more elastic. Now suppose the firm lowers the price charged to
the first segment and raises the price charged to the second in just the right amounts to maintain
the same total sales. Given the differences in elasticities, it can do so while increasing the average
price at which it sells units. With a higher average price and the same total number of units sold,
the dual-pricing strategy has increased revenue. (The revenue gained from the first segment
exceeds the revenue lost from the second.) With total output unchanged, profit has increased.
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Like the method just described, a second approach to price discrimination treats different segments as distinct markets and sets out to maximize profit
separately in each. The difference is that the manager’s focus is on optimal
sales quantities rather than prices. The optimal sales quantity for each market
is determined by setting the extra revenue from selling an extra unit in that
market equal to the marginal cost of production. In short, the firm sets MR !
MC in each market.
In the first example in Chapter 1, an automobile producer faced the problem
of pricing its output at home and abroad. We are now ready to put demand
analysis to work to determine the firm’s optimal decisions. The facts are as
follows: The producer faces relatively little competition at home; it is one of the
most efficient domestic producers, and trade barriers limit the import of
foreign cars. However, it competes in the foreign market with many local and
foreign manufacturers. Under these circumstances, demand at home is likely
to be much more inelastic than demand in the foreign country. Suppose that
the price equations at home (H) and abroad (F) are, respectively,
PH ! 30,000 " 50Q H and PF ! 25,000 " 70Q F,
where price is in dollars per vehicle and quantities are annual sales of vehicles
in thousands. Automobiles are produced in a single domestic facility at a marginal cost of $10,000 per vehicle. This is the MC relevant to vehicles sold in the
domestic market. Shipping vehicles to the foreign market halfway around
the world involves additional transport costs of $1,000 per vehicle. What are the
firm’s optimal sales quantities and prices?
Addressing this question is straightforward, but the answer may come as a
surprise. The quantities of cars sold to the respective markets are determined
by the conditions MRH ! MCH and MRF ! MCF. Therefore, 30,000 " 100Q H
! 10,000 and 25,000 " 140Q F ! 11,000. The optimal quantities and prices
(after substituting back into the demand curves) are Q H ! 200 thousand and
PH ! $20,000 in the domestic market and Q F ! 100 thousand and PF !
$18,000 in the foreign market. The surprise comes when we compare domestic and foreign prices. Even though the marginal cost of vehicles sold in the foreign market is 10 percent higher than that of cars sold domestically, the foreign
price is lower—by some 10 percent—than the domestic price. Why is it profitable for the company to sell on the foreign market at a much lower price than
at home? It must be because demand is much more elastic abroad than it is
domestically. Accordingly, the company’s pricing policy is a textbook case of
an optimal dual-pricing strategy.
As these examples indicate, the ways in which firms
price discriminate are varied. Indeed, there are many forms of demand-based
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pricing that are closely related to price discrimination (although not always
called by that name). For instance, resorts in Florida and the Caribbean set
much higher nightly rates during the high season (December to March) than
at off-peak times. The difference in rates is demand based. (The resorts’ operating costs differ little by season.) Vacationers are willing to pay a much higher
price for warm climes during the North American winter. Similarly, a convenience store, open 24 hours a day and located along a high-traffic route or intersection, will set premium prices for its merchandise. (Again, the high markups
are predominantly demand based and only partly based on higher costs.) Likewise, golf courses charge much higher prices on weekends than on weekdays.
Each of these examples illustrates demand-based pricing.
FORMS OF PRICE DISCRIMINATION It is useful to distinguish three forms of
price discrimination. The practice of charging different prices to different market segments (for which the firm’s costs are identical) is often referred to as
third-degree price discrimination. Airline and movie ticket pricing are examples. Prices differ across market segments, but customers within a market segment pay the same price.
Now suppose the firm could distinguish among different consumers within
a market segment. What if the firm knew each customer’s demand curve? Then
it could practice perfect price discrimination. First-degree, or perfect, price
discrimination occurs when a firm sets a different price for each customer and
by doing so extracts the maximum possible sales revenue. As an example, consider an auto dealer who has a large stock of used cars for sale and expects 10
serious potential buyers to enter her showroom each week. She posts different
model prices, but she knows (and customers know) that the sticker price is a
starting point in subsequent negotiations. Each customer knows the maximum
price he or she is personally willing to pay for the car in question. If the dealer
is a shrewd judge of character, she can guess the range of each buyer’s maximum price and, via the negotiations, extract almost this full value. For instance,
if four buyers’ maximum prices are $6,100, $6,450, $5,950, and $6,200, the perfectly discriminating dealer will negotiate prices nearly equal to these values. In
this way, the dealer will sell the four cars for the maximum possible revenue. As
this example illustrates, perfect discrimination is fine in principle but much
more difficult in practice. Clearly, such discrimination requires that the seller
have an unrealistic amount of information. Thus, it serves mainly as a benchmark—a limiting case at best.
Finally, second-degree price discrimination occurs when the firm offers different price schedules, and customers choose the terms that best fit their needs.
The most common example is the offer of quantity discounts: For large volumes, the seller charges a lower price per unit, so the buyer purchases a larger
quantity. With a little thought, one readily recognizes this as a form of profitable price discrimination. High-volume, price-sensitive buyers will choose to
purchase larger quantities at a lower unit price, whereas low-volume users will
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purchase fewer units at a higher unit price. Perhaps the most common form of
quantity discounts is the practice of two-part pricing. As the term suggests, the
total price paid by a customer is
P ! A " pQ ,
where A is a fixed fee (paid irrespective of quantity) and p is the additional
price per unit. Telephone service, electricity, and residential gas all carry twopart prices. Taxi service, photocopy rental agreements, and amusement park
admissions are other examples. Notice that two-part pricing implies a quantity
discount; the average price per unit, P/Q ! A/Q " p, declines as Q increases.
Two-part pricing allows the firm to charge customers for access to valuable services (via A) while promoting volume purchases (via low p).

Information Goods
In the last 20 years, we have witnessed explosive growth in the provision of
information goods and services. The business press speaks of Internet industries and e-business markets. The “information” label is meant to be both more
broad based and more precise. An information good could be a database, game
cartridge, news article (in electronic or paper form), piece of music, or piece
of software. Information services range from e-mail and instant messaging to
electronic exchanges and auctions, to brokerage and other financial services,
to job placements. Of course, information services also include all manner of
Internet-based transactions, such as purchasing airline tickets, selling real
estate, procuring industrial inputs, and gathering extensive data on potential
customers.17
Although the information category is broad, all of the preceding examples share a common feature: Information is costly to produce but cheap (often costless) to reproduce. In short, any information good or service is characterized by
high fixed costs but low or negligible marginal costs. With marginal costs at or
near zero, the firm’s total costs vary little with output volume, so that average
cost per unit sharply declines as output increases. (Creating a $1 million database to serve 1,000 end-users implies an average cost of $1,000 per user. If,
instead, it served 500,000 end-users, the average cost drops to $2 per user.)
Moreover, with marginal costs negligible, a supplier of an information good
once again faces a pure selling problem: how to market, promote, and price its
product to maximize revenue (and thereby profit).
Not surprisingly, the early history of e-business activities has been characterized by high up-front costs and the pursuit of customers, revenues, and prof17

A superb discussion of the economics of information goods can be found in C. Shapiro and
H. R. Varian, Information Rules, Chapters 1–3, 7 (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1999).
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its, in that order. In 1999 and 2000, Internet start-ups were the beneficiaries of
enormous capital infusions by investors and spectacular market valuations,
sometimes before a trace of revenue had been earned. These early Internet
ventures were properly regarded as investments, and risky ones at that. Early
losses were expected to be balanced by significant future revenues. For
instance, strong revenue growth was the pattern for such information goods as
videotapes, CDs, DVDs, MP3 players, and music downloads (once a critical mass
of consumers had adopted the new technologies).
In many respects, however, information providers face special revenue
issues. First, revenues can be earned in numerous ways. The most familiar
means is simply setting a price per unit, as in the sale of a music CD, a movie
DVD, a piece of software, or content to a Web site. Maximizing total revenue
from sales means identifying the unit price such that EP ! "1. However, there
are myriad other pricing options. When a movie producer sells a DVD to a
video store for rental, it receives a modest price of $8 per unit, but receives
roughly 40 percent of rental revenues from the store. Alternatively, software
may be sold via site license, allowing group users to enjoy a kind of quantity discount. Internet services are sold by monthly subscription, by pay per use (or per
download), or in some combination. Many information services, particularly
search engines such as Google and high-traffic Web portals, earn the bulk of
their cash flows from advertising revenues. Internet advertising includes sponsored search links, banner ads, pop-up ads, e-mail advertisements, and even
Web-page sponsorships to promote brand names. Finally, there are all kinds of
indirect revenues. For instance, some information suppliers sell their customer
lists to third parties. It is also important to recognize the numerous trade-offs
between these different revenue sources. Outright DVD sales compete with
DVD rentals. Raising subscription prices lowers traffic and therefore reduces
the effectiveness of Web advertising. Obviously, these trade-offs complicate the
task of maximizing total revenue. In effect, the information supplier faces multiple, interdependent, and imprecise demand curves.
Second, most information goods exhibit positive network externalities.
This means that customers of a given information good obtain greater value
with a larger network of other connected customers. For instance, wireless telephone customers benefit from the most fully developed nationwide (or worldwide) network, and air travelers benefit from airlines with integrated national
and international routes offering multiple daily flights. Teenagers intensively
utilize American Online’s instant message service. The network need not be
physical. For example, the global network of Microsoft’s Windows-based operating system and Office applications allows easy file and software transfers
among users. By contrast, the separate network of Apple Mac users is much
more limited. eBay, the highly successful online auction company, has attracted
thousands of sellers and millions of buyers. This enormous network is valuable,
not only for sellers who seek the greatest number of potential buyers (and vice
versa), but also for eBay, which earns a percentage fee on all auction listings.
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In all these instances, positive network externalities imply that customer values
and, therefore, underlying demand curves shift outward over time as the customer network expands.18
What are the strategic implications of network externalities for information
providers? Clearly, there is a potential “first-mover” advantage in enlisting the
greatest number of users of the information good in question. (We will say
more about first-mover strategies in Chapter 10.) Users “in hand” are valuable
to the firm not only for the revenue they directly generate, but also because
they enhance the value of other current and future users (from which the firm
also gains revenue). Well aware of this dynamic, e-business firms have aggressively sought customers, not only via advertising and promotions, but also by significant price cuts. The extreme cases of cutthroat competition have bred free
information services of all kinds: electronic greeting cards, e-mail, Internet
connections, and online newspapers and magazines. Interestingly, offering free
services is a viable business strategy as long as the expanded customer base generates revenue through advertising or from any of the avenues mentioned earlier. In numerous instances, free downloadable versions of stripped-down
software or Web content have enticed consumers to trade up to “professional”
or “deluxe” versions, for which dollar fees are charged. In other cases, information providers have been locked in savage price wars or battles over free
content that have decimated company revenues, thereby degenerating into
“wars of attrition.” National newspapers have been especially hard hit by
younger demographic groups that prefer to get their news for free from online
sources. After much internal debate, in 2011 the New York Times set its digital
subscription price at $15 per month (print subscribers have digital access for
free) significantly above the $10 threshold thought to capture what the typical
customer would be willing to pay. To date, the identities of information suppliers with business plans capable of earning consistent and sustainable revenues are still being sorted out in the market.
Launched in November 2008, Groupon, the purveyor of carefully chosen and
promoted discount coupons at local businesses, is one of the fastest growing
Internet companies, now operating in over 500 markets and 44 countries.
Profitable in just its first 7 months, in 2010, the company spurned a buyout by
Google valued at $6 billion. In each locality, Groupon promotes discount
coupons for a single business each day—for instance, a $50 coupon for an $80
facial treatment at a local spa. The deal is on only after a critical number of
people, 150 let’s say, click to buy. Otherwise, the deal dies, no coupons are
18
Let there be n members of a network and suppose that each member’s value is proportional to
the number of other network members (n ! 1). Then, according to Metcalf’s “law,” the total value
of the network (summed over all members) is proportional to (n)(n ! 1) " n2 ! n. In short, network value increases geometrically and rapidly as the square of the number of members. By this
reckoning, a mega-network enjoys an enormous value advantage over a smaller network.
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issued, and no money changes hands. On successful deals, Groupon collects as
much as half the face value of the coupon ($25 in the facial example).19
The key to Groupon’s successful business plan is no mystery; it involves
just good old-fashioned economics. Besides delivering deals to millions of
potential buyers on its e-mail lists, its discount voucher service offers two
enormous benefits to the local businesses it showcases. First, Groupon serves
an advertising function—it informs new potential buyers (most of whom didn’t even know the business existed) of the merchant’s goods and services. A
portion of coupon takers who try the merchant for the first time can be
expected to return for repeat purchases (at undiscounted, regular prices).
For local businesses that otherwise must rely on costly and “clunky” ads in
the local print media, Groupon’s online ability to reach and inform potential
new customers is much more cost effective. Second, using discount coupons
is a powerful means of price discriminating—offering selective (steep) discounts to the most price-sensitive buyers, those who have not yet become regular customers. Almost by definition, the segment of loyal, satisfied, regular
customers are much less price elastic. Although the merchant discount via
Groupon is steep and attention getting, it is only temporary (unlike the case
of third-degree price discrimination). From the merchant’s point of view, the
key issue is how many new buyers—attracted by the discount—become regular customers versus how many regular customers grab and exploit the discount for goods and services for which they would have paid full price. The
merchant profits from Groupon’s version of price discrimination as long as
the additional profit from the first group outweighs the forgone profit from
the second group.
Groupon’s current success depends on a number of factors. Like any good
advertiser, it skillfully develops high-profile discount offers to a large, targeted
subscription audience. Playing on buyer psychology, Groupon offers a single
steep discount per day (exclusivity) and stipulates that the deal is on only if
enough buyers click yes (creating the thrill of the deal). Groupon succeeds to
the extent that a new buyer feels she is getting something (which she may or
may not really want) for next to nothing. Network externalities also come into
play. Businesses prefer Groupon because it delivers a large local base of potential customers. They are willing to grant Groupon an amazing 50 percent of
the discount price because they believe that the positive impacts of new customers outweigh the margins sacrificed on regular customers who exploit the
discount. Groupon’s major risk is that the slew of discount imitators will greatly
reduce its pricing power, forcing it to accept far less than its 50 percent and
squeezing its share of local bargain hunters.
19
This discussion is drawn from a number of sources including B. Edelman, S. Jaffe, and S. C.
Kominers, “To Groupon or Not to Groupon: The Profitability of Deep Discounts,” Working Paper
11-063, Harvard Business School (November 2011); D. Pogue, “Psyched to Buy, in Groups,” The New
York Times (February 10, 2011), p. B1; and “Groupon Anxiety,” The Economist (March 19, 2011), p. 70.
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The emergence of electronic
commerce and online transactions has greatly expanded the opportunities
for market segmentation and price discrimination. From management’s
point of view, the beauty of information goods and services is that they can
be sold over and over again (at negligible marginal cost). Moreover, unlike
a traditional good sold at a posted price from a store shelf, the price of an
information good (transacted electronically) can be changed minute by
minute, customer by customer. Sellers of sophisticated databases—from
Reuters to Lexis-Nexis to Bloomberg financial information—set scores of
different prices to different customers. As always, prices are set according to
elasticities; the most price-sensitive (elastic) customers receive the steepest
discounted prices. Consider the ways in which an airline Web site (such as
www.delta.com) can price its airline seats. Each time a customer enters a possible itinerary with departure and return dates, the Web page responds with
possible flights and prices. These electronic prices already reflect many features: the class of seat, 21-day, 14-day, or 7-day advanced booking, whether a
Saturday night stay is included, and so on. By booking in advance and staying a Saturday night, pleasure travelers can take advantage of discounted
fares. Business travelers, whose itineraries are not able to meet these restrictions, pay much higher prices. Moreover, the airline can modify prices
instantly to reflect changes in demand. If there is a surplus of unsold discount seats as the departure date approaches, the airline can further cut
their price or sell the seats as part of a vacation package (hotel stay, rentacar
included) at even a steeper discount. (Airlines also release seats to discount
sellers, such as Priceline.com, Hotwire.com, and lastminute.com, who sell
tickets at steep discounts to the most price-sensitive fliers.) Or some discount
seats might be reassigned as full-fare seats if last-minute business demand
for the flight is particularly brisk. Online, the pricing possibilities are
endless.
Closely akin to customized pricing is the practice of versioning—selling
different versions of a given information good or service. Whether it be software, hardware, database access, or other Internet services, this typically
means a “standard” version offered at a lower price and a “professional” or
“deluxe” version at a premium price. The versions are designed and priced
to ensure that different market segments self-select with respect to the product offerings. The inelastic demand segment eagerly elects to pay the premium price to obtain the more powerful version. The more elastic demand
segment purchases the stripped-down version at the discounted price.
Although customers may not know it, the firm’s costs for the different versions are usually indistinguishable. In this respect, versioning is closely akin
to third-degree price discrimination. In fact, some software firms begin by
designing their premium products and then simply disable key features to
create the standard version.
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C H A P T E R 4
Estimating and
Forecasting Demand
To count is a modern practice, the ancient method was to guess; and when
numbers are guessed, they are always magnified.
SAMUEL JOHNSON
If today were half as good as tomorrow is supposed to be, it would probably be
twice as good as yesterday was.
NORMAN AUGUSTINE, AUGUSTINE’S LAWS

Estimating Movie
Demand

Making movies is a risky business. Even if you find the most promising screenplay, assemble the
best actors, finish the film on time and on budget, and mount a substantial marketing campaign,
your film may still bomb. Yet studios continue to produce movies and theaters continue to book
them, and the profit of each depends directly on the demand that materializes in the first few weeks
of play.
Studios and theaters must forecast a film’s potential box-office revenue. Indeed, forecasting
the likely demand for new film releases has evolved from a subjective “art” to a hard-nosed, statistical “science.” Numerous variables—the film’s genre, the quality of its cast and director, the timing of its release (time of year and number of competing films released at the same time), the
breadth of its release (limited release in selected theaters or mass release nationwide), the magnitude of the advertising and promotional campaign, reviews and “word of mouth”—together influence the film’s expected gross receipts earned per screen and per week.
Given this risky forecasting environment, how can film producers and exhibitors derive sound
quantitative predictions of a new film’s likely box-office revenues?

In previous chapters, we used demand equations, but we did not explain where
they came from. Here, we discuss various techniques for collecting data and
using it to estimate and forecast demand.
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Collecting Data

In the last 25 years, all areas of business—from production to marketing to
finance—have become increasingly data driven.1 This is true not only for traditional “bricks and mortar” firms but especially for e-commerce service firms.
Today, firms ranging from IBM to Google employ thousands of statisticians and
data analysts and pay them more than six-figure salaries. In the e-commerce
world, almost everything can be monitored and measured. The detailed behavior of millions of customers can be tracked online. For instance, Google uses
scores of statistical techniques to improve its search engine, monitor search
behavior, and fine-tune its search rankings of the most popular sites.
Yet, data isn’t synonymous with knowledge. The key is to be able to economically analyze enormous databases in order to extract relevant information such as the firm’s demand curve. Fortunately, there are numerous,
powerful statistics and forecasting programs; these are spreadsheet based, userfriendly, and readily available at low cost. This permits a powerful division of
labor. Computers are very good at uncovering patterns from huge amounts of
data, while humans are good at explaining and exploiting those patterns.
What’s the best advice for a college or postgraduate student preparing for
a business career or for life in general? After learning some economics, be sure
to learn enough statistics.
This chapter is organized as follows. We begin by examining sources of information that provide data for forecasts. These include consumer interviews and
surveys, controlled market studies, and uncontrolled market data. Next, we
explore regression analysis, a statistical method widely used in demand estimation. Finally, we consider a number of important forecasting methods.

COLLECTING DATA
Consumer Surveys
A direct way to gather information is to ask people. Whether face to face, by
telephone, online, or via direct mail, researchers can ask current and prospective customers a host of questions: How much of the product do you plan to buy
this year? What if the price increased by 10 percent? Do price rebates influence your purchase decisions, and, if so, by how much? What features do you
value most? Do you know about the current advertising campaign for the product? Do you purchase competing products? If so, what do you like about them?
1

The way in which the statistical analysis of data drives business is discussed by S. Lohr, “For Today’s
Graduate, Just One Word: Statistics,” The New York Times, August 6, 2009, p. A1; and G. Mankiw, “A
Course Load for the Game of Life,” The New York Times, September 5, 2010, p. BU5. For an assessment and survey of computer programs for statistical analysis and forecasting, see J. Swain,
“Software Survey: Statistical Analysis,” ORMS Today (February 2011): 42–47, and J. Yurkiwicz,
“Software Survey: Forecasting,” ORMS Today (June 2010): 36–43.
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Consumer product companies use surveys extensively. In a given year,
Campbell Soup Company questions over 100,000 consumers about foods and
uses the responses to modify and improve its product offerings and to construct demand equations. Marriott Corporation used this method to design
the Courtyard by Marriott hotel chain, asking hundreds of interviewees to compare features and prices. Today, the explosion of online surveys allows firms to
collect thousands of responses (often highly detailed) at very low cost.
Though useful, surveys have problems and limitations. For
example, market researchers may ask the right questions, but of the wrong people. Economists call this sample bias. In some contexts, random sampling protects against sample bias. In other cases, surveys must take care in targeting a
representative sample of the relevant market segment.
A second problem is response bias. Respondents might report what they
believe the questioner wants to hear. (“Your product is terrific, and I intend to
buy it this year if at all possible.”) Alternatively, the customer may attempt to influence decision making. (“If you raise the price, I definitely will stop buying.”)
Neither response will likely reflect the potential customer’s true preferences.
A third problem is response accuracy. Even if unbiased and forthright,
a potential customer may have difficulty in answering a question accurately.
(“I think I might buy it at that price, but when push comes to shove, who
knows?”) Potential customers often have little idea of how they will react to
a price increase or to an increase in advertising. A final difficulty is cost.
Conducting extensive consumer surveys is extremely costly. As in any economic decision, the costs of acquiring additional information must be
weighed against the benefits.2
An alternative to consumer surveys is the use of controlled consumer
experiments. For example, consumers are given money (real or script) and
must make purchasing decisions. Researchers then vary key demand variables
(and hold others constant) to determine how the variables affect consumer
purchases. Because consumers make actual decisions (instead of simply being
asked about their preferences and behavior), their results are likely to be more
accurate than those of consumer surveys. Nonetheless, this approach shares
some of the same difficulties as surveys. Subjects know they are participating in
an experiment, and this may affect their responses. For example, they may
react to price much more in an experiment than they do in real life. In addition, controlled experiments are expensive. Consequently, they generally are
small (few subjects) and short, and this limits their accuracy. As the following
example shows, consumer surveys and experiments do not always accurately
foretell actual demand.
SURVEY PITFALLS

2

The same point applies to setting the design and size of a given consumer survey. In principle, the
number of respondents should be set such that the marginal benefit from adding another respondent in the sample matches its marginal cost.

Collecting Data

In April 1985, the Coca-Cola Company announced it would change the
formulation of the world’s best-selling soft drink to an improved formula: New
Coke. This move followed nearly five years of market research and planning—
perhaps the most intensive and costly program in history. In some 190,000 taste
tests conducted by the company, consumers favored New Coke consistently
over the old (by 55 to 45 percent in blind tests) and, perhaps more important,
over Pepsi. In the 1980s, the company’s market share had fallen due to competition from Pepsi. Moreover, Pepsi had beaten the old Coke convincingly in
highly publicized taste tests.
With the advantage of 20–20 hindsight, we all know that the taste tests
were wrong. (It just goes to show that you can succeed in doing the wrong
thing, even with 190,000 people backing you up.) New Coke did not replace
the old Coke in the hearts and mouths of soft-drink consumers. Why? The
tests failed to measure the psychological attachment of Coke drinkers to their
product. In response to the protests of die-hard old-Coke drinkers and evidence that the old Coke was outselling New Coke by four to one, Coca-Cola
Company revived the old Coke (three months after announcing its discontinuance) and apologized to its customers. With its quick about-face, CocaCola minimized the damage to its flagship product, now called Coke Classic.
In the last 26 years, Coca-Cola has greatly expanded its cola offerings: Diet
Coke, Cherry Coke, Caffeine-free Coke, among other offerings. On the
advertising, image, taste, and new-product fronts, the cola wars between
PepsiCo and Coca-Cola continue.

Controlled Market Studies
Firms can also generate data on product demand by selling their product in several smaller markets while varying key demand determinants, such as price,
across the markets. The firm might set a high price with high advertising spending in one market, a high price and low advertising in another, a low price and
high advertising in yet another, and so on. By observing sales responses in the
different markets, the firm can learn how various pricing and advertising policies (and possible interactions among them) affect demand.
To draw valid conclusions from such market studies, all other factors
affecting demand should vary as little as possible across the markets. The most
common—and important—of these “other” demand factors include population size, consumer incomes and tastes, competitors’ prices, and even differences in climate. Unfortunately, regional and cultural differences, built-up
brand loyalties, and other subtle but potentially important differences may
thwart the search for uniform markets. In practice, researchers seek to identify
and control as many of these extraneous factors as possible.
Market studies typically generate cross-sectional data—observations of economic entities (consumers or firms) in different regions or markets during the
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same time period. Another type of market study relies on time-series data.
Here, the firm chooses a single geographic area and varies its key decision variables over time to gauge market response. The firm might begin by setting a
high price and a low advertising expenditure and observing the market
response. Some time later, it may increase advertising; later still, it may lower
price; and so on. Time-series experiments have the advantage that they test a
single (and, one would hope, representative) population, thus avoiding some
of the problems of uncontrolled factors encountered in cross-sectional studies. Whatever the type, traditional market tests and studies are expensive—
often extremely so. A very rough rule of thumb holds that it costs $1 million
and more to conduct a market test in 1 percent of the United States.
The last decade has seen an exponential increase in management’s use of
Internet-based controlled market tests. For instance, Google might set out to
test the effect of different Internet ads on customer click-through rates. By randomly assigning Internet visitors to different types of ads, it can compare the
average response rate of 20,000 visitors seeing one ad to 20,000 visitors seeing
the alternative ad. Because the populations of randomly selected visitors will be
essentially identical, any difference in response rate can be attributed to the different ad treatment. The company Omniture provides clients immediate feedback on different Web-page designs by randomly testing specified alternatives
and immediately comparing their effectiveness. The credit-card company
Capital One does much the same thing when it runs controlled tests of different credit-card solicitations, systematically varying features such as the interest
rate and cash-back percentage. Running and analyzing these newest kinds of
controlled experiments can be accomplished at ever decreasing costs.3

CHECK
STATION 1

An airline is considering expanding its business-class seating (offering more room
and amenities to business travelers at a slightly higher fare than coach). Which
method, survey or controlled market study, would you recommend to gather information for this decision?

Uncontrolled Market Data
In its everyday operation, the market itself produces a large amount of data.
Many firms operate in multiple markets. Population, income, product features,
product quality, prices, and advertising vary across markets and over time. All
of this change creates both opportunity and difficulty for the market
researcher. Change allows researchers to see how changing factors affect
3
For a detailed discussion of controlled randomized market tests, see I. Ayres, Super Crunchers: Why
Thinking-by-Numbers Is the New Way to Be Smart, Chapter 2 (New York: Bantam Dell Publishing Group,
2007). Of course, controlled market tests are not new. Fifty years ago, David Ogilvy, the lion of
advertising, extolled the virtue of mail-order advertising because its impact was immediately
testable. Either readers clipped the coupon, or they didn’t.

Regression Analysis
demand. With uncontrolled markets, however, many factors change at the same
time. How, then, can a firm judge the effect of any single factor? Fortunately,
statisticians have developed methods to handle this very problem.
During the last 20 years, firms have increasingly used sophisticated computer-based methods to gather market data. Today more than three-quarters of
all supermarkets employ check-out scanners that provide enormous quantities
of data about consumer purchases. Internet purchases provide an expanding
universe of additional data on consumer preferences and purchasing behavior.
Gathering this (relatively uncontrolled) data is quick and cheap—as little as
one-tenth the cost of controlled market tests. Today, using computers featuring
massively parallel processors and neural networks, companies can search
through and organize millions of pieces of data about customers and their buying habits, a technique known as data mining.
Finally, firms can also purchase data and access publicly available data. For
example, the University of Michigan publishes surveys of consumer buying
plans for durable items, and the U.S. Bureau of the Census disseminates
Consumer Buying Intentions. Often the firm spends less using published or purchased forecasts than gathering and processing the data itself. Firms frequently
need off-the-shelf forecasts as inputs to its own firm-generated model. For
example, a firm may have determined, via its own studies, that gross domestic
product (GDP) greatly affects the demand for its product. The firm may purchase forecasts of GDP that are more accurate than those it could produce
itself at a comparable cost.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Regression analysis is a set of statistical techniques using past observations to
find (or estimate) the equation that best summarizes the relationships among
key economic variables. The method requires that analysts (1) collect data on
the variables in question, (2) specify the form of the equation relating the variables, (3) estimate the equation coefficients, and (4) evaluate the accuracy of
the equation. Let’s begin with a concrete example.

Ordinary Least-Squares Regression
In the central example of Chapter 3, an airline’s management used a demand
equation to predict ticket sales and to make operating decisions along a
Texas–Florida air route. Let’s examine how the airline can use regression analysis to estimate such an equation. The airline begins by collecting data. The second column of Table 4.1 shows the average number of coach seats sold per
flight for each quarter (i.e., 90 days) over the last four years. Sales vary quarter
by quarter. In the best quarter, customers bought 137 seats on each flight; in
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TABLE 4.1
Ticket Prices and Ticket
Sales along an Air Route

Year and
Quarter
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Average Number
of Coach Seats

Average
Price

Q1

64.8

250

Q2

33.6

265

Q3

37.8

265

Q4

83.3

240

Q1

111.7

230

Q2

137.5

225

Q3

109.6

225

Q4

96.8

220

Q1

59.5

230

Q2

83.2

235

Q3

90.5

245

Q4

105.5

240

Q1

75.7

250

Q2

91.6

240

Q3

112.7

240

Q4

102.2

235

Mean

87.2

239.7

Standard deviation

27.0

12.7

the worst, only a year earlier, customers bought just 34 seats. Over the four-year
period, the airline sold 87.2 seats on average.
The mean (that is, the average) gives us some idea of the level of sales we
can expect. We would also like some idea of how much the sales can deviate
from the average. The usual measure of variability is called the sample variance defined as:
2
a (Q i ! Q )
n

s2 "

i"1

n!1

Here, Q i denotes each of the quarterly sales figures, Q is the overall mean, and
n is the number of observations. In short, we look at the difference between
each observation and the mean, square these differences, and then average
them. (We use n ! 1 instead of n for technical reasons.) As the dispersion of
the observations increases, so does the variance.

Regression Analysis
Another measure, the sample standard deviation, s, is simply the square
root of the variance. The standard deviation is measured in the same units as
the sample observations. In the present example, we can compute the sample
variance to be s2 ! 11,706/16 ! 731.6. In turn, the standard deviation of the
airline’s sales is given by: s ! 1731.6 ! 27.0 seats.
With this data, how can we best predict next quarter’s sales, and how good
will this prediction be? We might use 87.2 seats, namely, the sample mean.
Given our data, this is probably better than any other estimate. Why?
Remember that in computing the sample variance, the squared differences
were measured from the mean, 87.2. But what if we had chosen some other
value, say 83 or 92, as our estimate? Computing the sum of squares around
either of these values, we find that it is much larger than around the mean. It
turns out that using the sample mean always minimizes the sum of squared
errors. In this sense, the sample mean is the most accurate estimate of sales. Of
course, there is a considerable chance of error in using 87.2 as next quarter’s
forecast. Next quarter’s sales are very likely to fluctuate above or below 87.2. As
a rough rule of thumb we can expect sales to be within two standard deviations
of the mean 95 percent of the time. In our example, this means we can expect
sales to be 87.2 plus or minus 54 seats (with a 5 percent chance that sales might
fall outside this range).
Let’s now try to improve our sales estimate by appealing to additional data.
We begin with the past record of the airline’s prices. These prices (quarterly
averages) are listed in the third column of Table 4.1. Again there is considerable variability. At high prices, the airline sold relatively few seats; when the airline cut prices, sales increased. Figure 4.1 provides a visual picture of the
relationship. Each of the 16 points represents a price-quantity pair for a particular quarter. The scatter of observations slopes downward: high prices generally imply low ticket sales, and vice versa.
The next step is to translate this scatter plot of points into a demand equation. A linear demand equation has the form
Q ! a " bP.
The left-hand variable (the one being predicted or explained) is called the
dependent variable. The right-hand variable (the one doing the explaining) is
called the independent (or explanatory) variable. As yet, the coefficients, a and
b, have been left unspecified (i.e., not given numerical values). The coefficient
a is called the constant term. The coefficient b (which we expect to have a negative sign) represents the slope of the demand equation. Up to this point, we
have selected the form of the equation (a linear one). We now can use regression analysis to compute numerical values of a and b and so specify the linear
equation that best fits the data.
The most common method of computing coefficients is called ordinary
least-squares (OLS) regression. To illustrate the method, let’s start by arbitrarily
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FIGURE 4.1
Four Years of Prices
and Quantities
The figure plots the
average number of
seats sold at different
average prices over the
last 16 quarters. A
“guesstimated”
demand curve also is
shown.
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selecting particular values of a and b. Suppose a ! 330 and b ! "1. With these
values, the demand equation becomes
Q ! 330 " 1P.

[4.1]

We plot this demand equation in Figure 4.1. Notice that the demand curve lies
roughly along the scatter of observations. In this sense, the equation provides
a “reasonable fit” with past observations. However, the fit is far from perfect.
Table 4.2 lists Equation 4.1’s sales predictions quarter by quarter. For
instance, in the second column, the first quarter’s sales prediction (at a price
of $250) is computed as 330 " 250 ! 80. The third column lists actual sales.
The fourth column lists the differences between predicted sales (column 2)

Regression Analysis
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TABLE 4.2
Year and
Quarter
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Predicted
Sales (Q*)

Actual
Sales (Q)

Q*" Q

Q1

80

64.8

15.2

231.0

Q2

65

33.6

31.4

986.0

Q3

65

37.8

27.2

739.8

Q4

90

83.3

6.7

44.9

Q1

100

111.7

"11.7

136.9

Q2

105

137.5

"32.5

1,056.3

Q3

105

109.5

"4.5

20.3

Q4

110

96.8

13.2

174.2

Q1

100

59.5

40.5

1,640.3

Q2

95

83.2

11.8

139.2

Q3

85

90.5

"5.5

20.3

Q4

90

105.5

"15.5

240.3

Q1

80

75.7

4.3

18.5

Q2

90

91.6

"1.6

2.6

Q3

90

112.7

"22.7

513.3

Q4

95

102.2

"7.2

51.8

87.2

#3.1

Mean

90.3

Sum of squared errors

(Q* " Q)2

376.7
6,027.7

and actual sales (column 3). This difference (positive or negative) is referred
to as the estimation error. To measure the overall accuracy of the equation, the
OLS regression method first squares the error for each separate estimate and
then adds up the errors. The final column of Table 4.2 lists the squared errors.
The total sum of squared errors comes to 6,027.7. The average squared error
is 6,027.7/16 ! 376.7.
The sum of squared errors (denoted simply as SSE) measures the equation’s accuracy. The smaller the SSE, the more accurate the regression equation. The reason for squaring the errors is twofold. First, by squaring, one treats
negative errors in the same way as positive errors. Either error is equally bad.
(If one simply added the errors over the observations, positive and negative
errors would cancel out, giving a very misleading indication of overall accuracy.) Second, large errors usually are considered much worse than small ones.
Squaring the errors makes large errors count much more than small errors in
SSE. (We might mention, without elaborating, that there are also important
statistical reasons for using the sum of squares.)

Predicted versus Actual
Ticket Sales Using
Q ! 330 " P
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As the term suggests, ordinary least-squares regression computes coefficient
values that give the smallest sum of squared errors. Using calculus techniques,
statisticians have derived standard formulas for these least-squares estimates of
the coefficients.4 Based on the airline’s 16 quarters of price and sales data, the
least-squares estimates are: a ! 478.6 and b ! "1.63. Thus, the estimated OLS
equation is
Q ! 478.6 " 1.63P.

[4.2]

Table 4.3 lists Equation 4.2’s sales forecasts and prediction errors quarter by
quarter. The total sum of squared errors (SSE) is 4,847.2—significantly smaller
than the SSE (6,027.7) associated with Equation 4.1.
TABLE 4.3
Predicted versus Actual
Ticket Sales Using
Q ! 478.6 " 1.63P

Year and
Quarter
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Predicted
Sales (Q*)

Actual
Sales (Q)

Q1

71.1

64.8

6.3

39.7

Q2

46.6

33.6

13.0

170.3

Q3

46.6

37.8

8.9

78.3

Q4

87.4

83.3

4.1

16.8

Q1

103.7

111.7

"8.0

64.0

Q2

111.8

137.5

"25.7

657.9

Q3

111.8

109.5

2.3

5.5

Q4

120

96.8

23.2

538.2

Q* " Q

(Q* " Q)2

Q1

103.7

59.5

44.2

1,953.6

Q2

95.5

83.2

12.3

152.5

Q3

79.3

90.5

"11.2

126.6

Q4

87.4

105.5

"18.1

327.6

Q1

71.1

75.7

"4.6

21.2

Q2

87.4

91.6

"4.2

17.6

Q3

87.4

112.7

"25.3

640.1

Q4

95.5

102.2

"6.7

44.2

Sum of squared errors

4,847.2

4
We provide the general formulas for the least-squares estimators for the interested reader.
Suppose that the estimated equation is of the form y ! a # bx and that the data to be fitted consist of n pairs of x-y observations (xi,yi), i ! 1, 2, . . ., n. Then the least-squares estimators are
b ! [©(yi " y)(xi " x)]/[©(xi " x)2] and a ! y " bx. (Here, y and x are the mean values of the
variables, and the summation is over the n observations.)
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION Because price is not the only factor that affects sales,
it is natural to add other explanatory variables to the right-hand side of the
regression equation. Suppose the airline has gathered data on its competitor’s average price and regional income over the same four-year period. In
management’s view, these factors may strongly affect demand. Table 4.4 lists
the complete data set. Management would like to use these data to estimate
a multiple-regression equation of the form

Q " a $ bP $ cP! $ dY.
In this equation, quantity depends on own price (P), competitor’s price (P!),
and income (Y). Now the OLS regression method computes four coefficients:
the constant term and a coefficient for each of the three explanatory variables.
As before, the objective is to find coefficients that will minimize SSE. The OLS
equation is
Q " 28.84 # 2.12P $ 1.03P! $ 3.09Y.

[4.3]

TABLE 4.4
Year and
Quarter
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Average Number
of Coach Seats

Average
Price

Average
Competitor Price

Average
Income

Q1

64.8

250

250

104.0

Q2

33.6

265

250

101.5

Q3

37.8

265

240

103.0

Q4

83.3

240

240

105.0

Q1

111.7

230

240

100.0

Q2

137.5

225

260

96.5

Q3

109.5

225

250

93.3

Q4

96.8

220

240

95.0

Q1

59.5

230

240

97.0

Q2

83.2

235

250

99.0

Q3

90.5

245

250

102.5

Q4

105.5

240

240

105.0

Q1

75.7

250

220

108.5

Q2

91.6

240

230

108.5

Q3

112.7

240

250

108.0

Q4

102.2

235

240

109.0

Airline Sales, Prices,
and Income
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Table 4.5 lists the predictions, prediction errors, and squared errors for
this regression equation. The equation’s sum of squared errors is 2,616.4, much
smaller than the SSE of any of the previously estimated equations. The additional variables have significantly increased the accuracy of the equation. A
quick scrutiny of Table 4.5 shows that, by and large, the equation’s predictions
correspond closely to actual ticket sales.
This example suggests the elegance and power of the regression approach.
The decision maker starts with uncontrolled market data. The airline’s own
price, the competitor’s price, and regional income all varied simultaneously
from quarter to quarter over the period. Nonetheless, the regression approach
has produced an equation (a surprisingly accurate one) that allows us to measure the separate influences of each factor. For instance, according to Equation
4.3, a $10 cut in the competitor’s price would draw about 10 passengers per
flight from the airline. In turn, a drop of about $5 in the airline’s own price
would be needed to regain those passengers. Regression analysis sees through
the tangle of compounding and conflicting factors that affect demand and thus
isolates separate demand effects.

TABLE 4.5
Predicted versus Actual
Ticket Sales Using
Q ! 28.84 " 2.12P
# 1.03P$ # 3.09Y

Year and
Quarter
Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Predicted
Sales (Q*)

Actual
Sales (Q)

Q* " Q

Q1

77.7

64.8

12.9

166.4

Q2

38.2

33.6

4.6

20.9

Q3

32.5

37.8

"5.3

28.0

Q4

91.7

83.3

8.4

70.4

Q1

97.4

111.7

"14.3

203.3

Q2

117.8

137.5

"19.7

387.1

Q3

97.6

109.5

"11.9

140.7

Q4

103.2

96.8

6.4

40.8

Q1

88.2

59.5

28.7

822.0

Q2

94.0

83.2

10.8

117.7

Q3

83.7

90.5

"6.8

46.7

Q4

91.7

105.5

"13.8

190.7

Q1

60.7

75.7

"15.0

224.9

Q2

92.2

91.6

.6

.4

Q3

111.3

112.7

"1.4

2.1

Q4

114.7

102.2

12.5

155.0

Sum of squared errors

(Q* " Q)2

2,616.4
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Management believes price changes will have an immediate effect on ticket sales, but the
effects of income changes will take longer (as much as three months) to play out. How
would one test this effect using regression analysis?

Interpreting Regression Statistics
Many computer programs are available to carry out regression analysis. (In
fact, almost all of the best-selling spreadsheet programs include regression features.) These programs call for the user to specify the form of the regression
equation and to input the necessary data to estimate it: values of the dependent variables and the chosen explanatory variables. Besides computing the ordinary least-squares regression coefficients, the program produces a set of
statistics indicating how well the OLS equation performs. Table 4.6 lists the
standard computer output for the airline’s multiple regression. The regression
coefficients and constant term are listed in the third-to-last line. Using these,
we obtained the regression equation:
Q ! 28.84 " 2.12P # 1.03P$ # 3.09Y.
To evaluate how well this equation fits the data, we must learn how to interpret the other statistics in the table.
R-SQUARED The R-squared statistic (also known as the coefficient of determination) measures the proportion of the variation in the dependent variable
(Q in our example) that is explained by the multiple-regression equation.
Sometimes we say that it is a measure of goodness of fit, that is, how well the
equation fits the data. The total variation in the dependent variable is computed as ©(Q " Q)2, that is, as the sum across the data set of squared differences between the values of Q and the mean of Q. In our example, this
total sum of squares (labeled TSS) happens to be 11,706. The R2 statistic is
computed as

R2 !

TSS " SSE
TSS

[4.4]

The sum of squared errors, SSE, embodies the variation in Q not accounted
for by the regression equation. Thus, the numerator is the amount of explained
variation and R-squared is simply the ratio of explained to total variation. In our
example, we can calculate that R2 ! (11,706 " 2,616)/11,706 ! .78. This confirms the entry in Table 4.6. We can rewrite Equation 4.4 as
R2 ! 1 " (SSE/TSS)

[4.5]
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TABLE 4.6
Airline Demand
Regression Output

Regression Output
Dependent variable: Q
Sum of squared errors

2616.40

Standard error of the regression
R-squared

14.77
0.78

Adjusted R-squared

0.72

F-statistic

13.9

Number of observations

16

Degrees of freedom

12
Constant
28.84

Coefficients
Standard error of coefficients
t-statistic

P

P#

Y

"2.12

1.03

3.09

0.34

.47

1.00

"6.24

2.20

3.09

Clearly, R2 always lies between zero and one. If the regression equation predicted the data perfectly (i.e., the predicted and actual values coincided), then
SSE ! 0, implying that R2 ! 1. Conversely, if the equation explains nothing
(i.e., the individual explanatory variables did not affect the dependent variable), SSE would equal TSS, implying that R2 ! 0. In our case, the regression
equation explains 78 percent of the total variation.
Although R2 is a simple and convenient measure of goodness of fit, it suffers from certain limitations. The value of R2 is sensitive to the number of
explanatory variables in the regression equation. Adding more variables results
in a lower (or, at least, no higher) SSE, with the result that R2 increases. Thus,
it is a mistake to regard the main goal of regression analysis as finding the equation with the highest R2. We can always jack up the R2 by throwing more variables into the right-hand side of the regression equation—hardly a procedure
to be recommended.
A partial remedy for this problem is to adjust R-squared
according to the number of degrees of freedom in the regression. The number
of degrees of freedom is the number of observations (N) minus the number of estimated coefficients (k). In the airline regression, the number of observations is
16, and the number of coefficients (including the constant term) is 4. Thus, the
degrees of freedom are N " k ! 16 " 4 ! 12. The adjusted R-squared is given by

ADJUSTED R-SQUARED

R̂2 ! 1 "

SSE/(N " k)
TSS/(N " 1)

[4.6]
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The difference between R2 and R̂2 is the adjustment for the degrees of freedom in the latter. One can show that R̂2 always is smaller than R2. In our
example, R̂2 ! .72. In this way, the adjusted R-squared accounts for the fact
that adding explanatory variables inevitably produces a better fit. Adding
another variable to the equation will increase R̂2 (and therefore, be deemed
worthwhile) only if the additional explanatory power outweighs the loss in
degrees of freedom.

Suppose the airline’s management had only eight quarters of data. For dramatic effect,
suppose it estimated Equation 4.3 using data from only odd-numbered quarters: Q1,
Q3, . ., Q15. How would this affect the quality of the regression? Would it adversely
affect R-squared? The adjusted R-squared?
THE F-STATISTIC

It is computed as

The F-statistic is similar to the adjusted R-squared statistic.

F!

R2/(k " 1)
(1 " R2)/(N " k)

.

[4.7]

Here, we divide the explained variation (R2) by the unexplained variation
(1 " R2) after correcting each for degrees of freedom. The more accurate
the predictions of the regression equation, the larger the value of F.
The F-statistic has the significant advantage that it allows us to test the overall statistical significance of the regression equation. Consider the hypothesis
that all the coefficients of the explanatory variables in the airline regression
are zero: b ! c ! d ! 0. If this were true, then the regression equation would
explain nothing. The simple mean of the number of seats sold would be just
as good a predictor. Note, however, that even under this assumption both R2
and F will almost certainly be above zero due to small accidental correlations
among the variables. In general, very low (but nonzero) values of F indicate the
great likelihood that the equation has no explanatory power; that is, we are
unable to reject the hypothesis of zero coefficients.
Under the assumption of zero coefficients, the F-statistic has a known distribution. (See Table 4B.1 in the chapter appendix for an abbreviated table of
the F distribution.) To test whether the regression equation is statistically
significant, we look up the critical value of the F-statistic with k " 1 and N " k
degrees of freedom. Critical values are listed for different levels of confidence,
with the 95 and 99 percent confidence levels being the most common. If the
equation’s F-value is greater than the critical value, we reject the hypothesis
of zero coefficients (at the specified level of confidence) and say that the
equation has explanatory power. In our example, the F-statistic is F !
(.776/3)/(.224/12) ! 13.86 and has 3 and 12 degrees of freedom. From the
F-table in the chapter appendix, we find the 95 and 99 percent critical values
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of F to be 3.49 and 5.95, respectively. Since F is larger than 5.95, we can reject
the hypothesis of zero coefficients with 99 percent confidence. The equation
thus has significant explanatory power.5
In addition to the values of the
coefficients themselves, we would like to have a measure of their accuracy.
Because the data themselves are subject to random errors, so too are the estimated coefficients. The OLS coefficient estimates are unbiased; on average,
they neither overestimate or underestimate the true coefficients. Nonetheless,
there is a considerable dispersion of the estimate around the true value.
The standard error of a coefficient is the standard deviation of the estimated coefficient. The lower the standard error, the more accurate is the estimate. Roughly speaking, there is a 95 percent chance that the true coefficient
lies within two standard errors of the estimated coefficient. For example, the
estimate for the price coefficient is !2.12, and its standard error is .34. Two
times the standard error is .68. Thus, there is roughly a 95 percent chance that
the true coefficient lies in the range of !2.12 plus or minus .68—that is,
between !2.80 and !1.44. True, we would prefer greater accuracy, but remember that our estimate is computed based on only 16 observations. Increasing
the number of observations would significantly improve the accuracy of the
estimates.

STANDARD ERRORS OF THE COEFFICIENTS

THE t-STATISTIC The t-statistic is the value of the coefficient estimate
divided by its standard error. The t-statistic tells us how many standard errors
the coefficient estimate is above or below zero. For example, if the statistic is 3,
then the coefficient estimate is three standard errors greater than zero. If
the t-statistic is !1.5, then the coefficient estimate is one and one-half standard errors below zero. We use the t-statistic to determine whether an individual right-hand variable has any explanatory power. Consider the so-called
null hypothesis that a particular variable—say, the competitor’s price—has no
explanatory power; that is, the true value of this coefficient is zero (c " 0).
Of course, the regression results show this estimated coefficient to be 1.03, a
value seemingly different from zero. But is it really? The value of the coefficient’s standard error is .47. If the “true” value of c really were zero, there
would be a roughly 95 percent chance that the coefficient estimate would fall
within two standard errors of zero, that is, between ! .94 and # .94. The
actual coefficient, 1.03, is outside this range and, therefore, appears to be
significantly different from zero.
The t-statistic tells the precise story. Its value is t " 1.034/.47 " 2.20.
Again, this ratio says that the estimated coefficient is more than two standard
5
If our computed F had been 5.0, we could reject the hypothesis of zero coefficients with 95 percent confidence, but not with 99 percent confidence. F must surpass a higher threshold to justify
a higher confidence level.

Regression Analysis
errors greater than zero. We appeal to the exact distribution of the t-statistic
to pinpoint the degree of confidence with which we can reject the hypothesis
c ! 0. To do this, we note that the computed t-statistic has N " k ! 16 " 4 !
12 degrees of freedom. Using the table of the t-distribution (Table 4B.2) in
the appendix to this chapter, we note that, under the null hypothesis, there
is a 95 percent chance that the t-statistic would be between "2.18 and 2.18;
that is, there would be a 5 percent chance that the estimate would lie in one
of the tails beyond 2.18 or "2.18. Because the actual value of t is 2.20 and is
greater than 2.18, we can reject the null hypothesis c ! 0 with 95 percent
confidence.6
From Table 4.6, we observe that all of the coefficients have t-values that
are much greater than 2 in absolute value. Thus, all are significantly different
than zero. Each variable has explanatory power. If additional explanatory variables were to be included, they would have to meet the same test. If we found
that a given coefficient was not significantly different than zero, we would drop
that explanatory variable from the equation (without a compelling reason to
the contrary).
Finally, we can use this same method to test other hypotheses about the
coefficients. For instance, suppose the airline’s managers have strong reasons
to predict the coefficient of the competitor’s price to be c# ! 1. The appropriate t-statistic for testing this hypothesis is
c " c#
standard error of c
1.04 " 1
!
! .085.
.47

t!

Since this is near zero, that is, smaller than 2, we cannot reject this hypothesis.
Applying similar tests to the other coefficients, it is clear that there is little to
choose between Equation 4.3 and the “rounded” regression equation, Q !
29 " 2P $ P# $ 3Y, used in Chapter 3.

Again, suppose the demand equation is estimated using only odd-numbered quarters in
the regression. How do you think this will affect the equation’s F-statistic? The standard
errors of the coefficients?
6
We reject the hypothesis of a zero coefficient for positive or negative values of the t-statistic sufficiently far from zero. For this reason, it usually is referred to as a two-tailed test. Thus, we select the
97.5 percent fractile of the t-distribution to construct the 95 percent confidence interval. If the
t-value lies outside this interval (either above or below), we can reject the hypothesis of a zero coefficient with 95 percent confidence.
From Table 4B.2 in the chapter appendix, we note that as the number of observations increases,
the 97.5 percent fractile approaches 1.96. This justifies the benchmark of 2 as the rough boundary of the 95 percent confidence interval.
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STANDARD ERROR OF THE REGRESSION Finally, the standard error of the
regression provides an estimate of the unexplained variation in the dependent variable. Thus far, we have focused on the sum of squared errors as a measure of unexplained variation. The standard error of the regression is
computed as

s ! 2SSE/(N " k)

[4.8]

For statistical reasons, we divide the sum of squared errors (SSE) by the degrees
of freedom (instead of by N) before taking the square root. The standard error
is useful in constructing confidence intervals for forecasts. For instance, for
regressions based on large samples, the 95 percent confidence interval for predicting the dependent variable (Q in our example) is given by the predicted
value from the regression equation (Q*) plus or minus two standard errors.

Potential Problems in Regression
Regression analysis can be quite powerful. Nonetheless, it is important to be
aware of the limitations and potential problems of the regression approach.
In our example, we assumed a linear form, and
the resulting equation tracked the past data quite well. However, the real world
is not always linear; relations do not always follow straight lines. Thus, we may
be making an error in specification, and this can lead to poorer predictions.
The constant elasticity demand equation also is widely used. This equation
takes the form

EQUATION SPECIFICATION

Q ! aPb(P#)cYd,

[4.9]

where, a, b, c, and d are coefficients to be estimated. One can show mathematically that each coefficient represents the (constant) elasticity of demand
with respect to that explanatory variable. For instance, if the estimated demand
equation were Q ! 100P"2(P#).8Y1.2, then the price elasticity of demand is "2
and the cross-price elasticity is .8.
We can rewrite Equation 4.9 as
log(Q) ! log(a) $ blog(P) $ clog(P#) $ dlog(Y)

[4.10]

after taking logarithms of each side. This log-linear form is estimated using the
ordinary least-squares method.7
7

Another common specification is the quadratic form, Q ! a $ bP $ cP2, because this allows for
a curvilinear relationship among the variables.

Regression Analysis
A related problem is that of omitted variables. Recall
that we began the analysis of airline demand with price as the only explanatory variable. The resulting OLS equation produced predictions that did a reasonably good job of tracking actual values. However, a more comprehensive
equation, accounting for competitor’s price and income, did far better. In
short, leaving out key variables necessarily worsens prediction performance.
In fact, omission of these other variables also affects the coefficients of the
included variables. For instance, the price coefficient is !1.63 when it is the
sole explanatory variable. This is quite different from the estimated multipleregression coefficient, !2.12. Thus, the single-variable regression underestimates the magnitude of the true price effect.

OMITTED VARIABLES

When two or more explanatory variables move
together, we say that the regression suffers from multicollinearity. In this case,
it is difficult to tell which of the variables is affecting the dependent variable.
Suppose demand for a firm’s product is believed to depend on only two factors:
price and advertising. The data show that whenever the firm initiated an aggressive advertising campaign, it invariably lowered the good’s price. Sales
increased significantly as a result. When the firm decreased advertising spending it also increased price, and sales dropped. The question is: Should the
changes in sales be attributed to changes in advertising or to changes in price?
Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell, even with regression. If two right-hand
variables move together, regression cannot separate the effects. Regression does
not require that we hold one of the factors constant as we vary the other, but it
does require that the two factors vary in different ways.
What happens when the forecaster runs a regression based on these
data? If the right-hand variables are perfectly correlated, the computerized
regression program will send back an error message. If the right-hand variables are not perfectly correlated, but move very closely together (either
directly or inversely), the regression output will provide very imprecise coefficient estimates with large standard errors. In this case, additional data
may improve the estimates. If not, the forecaster must live with the imprecise estimates.
Can the firm still use the equation to forecast? Yes and no. It can if it plans
to continue the pattern of lowering price whenever it increases advertising. In
that case, it need not care about the separate effects. However, if it plans to
lower price without an advertising campaign, or to advertise more without lowering price, the forecast will be very unreliable.

MULTICOLLINEARITY

This brings us to a subtle, but interesting and important, issue. In the preceding discussion, we assumed that the
firm had explicit control over its price. In many settings, however, price is determined by overall demand and supply conditions, not by the individual firm.
Here, the firm must take the price the market dictates or else sell nothing.

SIMULTANEITY AND IDENTIFICATION
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Such settings are called perfectly competitive markets, which we will discuss in detail
in Chapter 7. For now, note that price and quantity in competitive markets are
determined simultaneously by supply and demand. Let’s consider the implications of this with a simple example.
Suppose both the quantity supplied and the quantity demanded depend
only on price, except for some random terms:
Q D " a # bP # e
Q S " c # dP # !
where e and ! are random variables. The random terms indicate that both the
supply and demand curves jump around a bit. The equilibrium will be determined by the intersection of the supply and demand curves. Figure 4.2a shows
these curves with random shifts, as well as the price-quantity outcomes that
these curves might generate.
Now, look only at the points in part (a) of Figure 4.2, and imagine trying to use these data to estimate either supply or demand. For this particular example, the “best line” appears in part (b) of the figure. Is this an
estimate of the supply curve, the demand curve, or what? The problem is
that, because price and quantity are determined simultaneously, we cannot
tell whether two points differ because of randomness in supply, in demand,
or in both; that is, we cannot identify which curve is responsible. Simultaneity
(in the determination of price and quantity) means that the regression
approach may fail to identify the separate (and simultaneous) influences of
supply and demand.
When is identification possible? The easiest case occurs when supply
fluctuates randomly, but demand does not. This leads to a situation like the
one portrayed in Figure 4.2c. In this case, all of the points will be along a stationary demand curve. Consequently, there is no problem estimating
demand, although estimating supply remains impossible. We say that
demand is identified, but supply is not. In the converse case, where demand
fluctuates, but supply does not, only the supply curve is identified. What if
both demand and supply fluctuate? If the supply or demand functions
depend on other variables, we can use specific statistical techniques to identify one or both functions. These techniques are beyond the scope of this
book. For our purposes, the lesson is that we must look carefully at the relationships being estimated and be on the lookout for simultaneously determined variables.
Finally, it is important to recognize that the regression
approach depends on certain assumptions about randomness. To be explicit,
let us rewrite the multiple-regression equation as

OTHER PROBLEMS

Q " a # bP # cP$ # dY # e.

[4.11]
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FIGURE 4.2
Shifts in Supply and
Demand
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Here, we have added the term e. This random term indicates that sales depend
on various variables plus some randomness. The statistical properties of regression come from the assumptions one makes about the random term, e. The key
assumption is that this term is normally distributed with a mean of zero and a
constant variance and that it is completely independent of everything else. If
this assumption is violated, regression equations estimated by ordinary least
squares will fail to possess some important statistical properties. In such a case,
modifications to the OLS method must be made to estimate a correct equation having desirable statistical and forecasting properties.
Two main problems concerning random errors can be identified. First,
heteroscedasticity occurs when the variance of the random error changes over
the sample. For example, demand fluctuations may be much larger in recessions (low income levels Y) than in good times. A simple way to track down this
problem is to look at the errors that come out of the regression: the differences
between actual and predicted values. We can, for example, divide the errors
into two groups, one associated with high income and one with low income and
find the sum of squared errors for each subgroup. If these are significantly different, this is evidence of heteroscedasticity.
Serial correlation occurs when the errors run in patterns, that is, the
distribution of the random error in one period depends on its value in the
previous period. For instance, the presence of positive correlation means
that prediction errors tend to persist: Overestimates are followed by overestimates and underestimates by underestimates. There are standard statistical tests to detect serial correlation (either positive or negative). The
best-known test uses the Durbin-Watson statistic (which most regression programs compute). A value of approximately 2 for this statistic indicates the
absence of serial correlation. Large deviations from 2 (either positive or negative) indicate that prediction errors are serially correlated. The regressions
reported for air-travel demand in our example are free of serial correlation
and heteroscedasticity.

FORECASTING
Forecasting models often are divided into two main categories: structural and
nonstructural models. Structural models identify how a particular variable of interest depends on other economic variables. The airline demand equation (4.3) is a single-equation structural model. Sophisticated large-scale structural models of
the economy often contain hundreds of equations and more than a thousand
variables and usually are referred to as econometric models.
Nonstructural models focus on identifying patterns in the movements of
economic variables over time. One of the best-known methods, time-series analysis, attempts to describe these patterns explicitly. A second method, barometric
analysis, seeks to identify leading indicators—economic variables that signal

Forecasting
future economic developments. (The stock market is one of the best-known
leading indicators of the course of the economy.)

Time-Series Models
Time-series models seek to predict outcomes simply by extrapolating past
behavior into the future. Time-series patterns can be broken down into the following four categories.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Trends
Business cycles
Seasonal variations
Random fluctuations

A trend is a steady movement in an economic variable over time. For example, the total production of goods and services in the United States (and most
other countries) has moved steadily upward over the years. Conversely, the
number of farmers in the United States has steadily declined.
On top of such trends are periodic business cycles. Economies experience
periods of expansion marked by rapid growth in gross domestic product
(GDP), investment, and employment. Then economic growth may slow and
even fall. A sustained fall in (real) GDP and employment is called a recession. For
the United States’ economy, recessions have become less frequent and less
severe since 1945. Nonetheless, the business cycle—with periods of growth followed by recessions, followed in turn by expansions—remains an economic
(and political) fact of life.
Seasonal variations are shorter demand cycles that depend on the time of
year. Seasonal factors affect tourism and air travel, tax preparation services,
clothing, and other products and services.
Finally, one should not ignore the role of random fluctuations. In any short
period of time, an economic variable may show irregular movements due to
essentially random (or unpredictable) factors. For instance, a car dealership
may see 50 more customers walk into its showroom one week than the previous
week and, therefore, may sell eight more automobiles. Management is grateful
for the extra sales even though it can identify absolutely no difference in economic circumstances between the two weeks. Random fluctuations and unexpected occurrences are inherent in almost all time series. No model, no matter
how sophisticated, can perfectly explain the data.
Figure 4.3 illustrates how a time series (a company’s sales, let’s say) can be
decomposed into its component parts. Part (a) depicts a smooth upward trend.
Part (b) adds the effect of business cycles to the trend. Part (c) shows the regular
seasonal fluctuations in sales over the course of the year added to the trend and
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FIGURE 4.3
The Component Parts
of a Time Series

(a) A Simple Upward Trend

A typical time series
contains a trend,
cycles, seasonal
variations, and random
fluctuations.

Time

(b) Cyclical Movements
around a Trend

Time

(c) Seasonal Variations

Time
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business cycles. Although we do not show the random fluctuations, we can
describe their effect easily. If we took an even “finer” look at the data (plotted it
week by week, let’s say), the time series would look even more rough and jagged.
The relative importance of the components—trend, cycles, seasonal variations, and random fluctuations—will vary according to the time series in
question. Sales of men’s plain black socks creep smoothly upward (due to population increases) and probably show little cyclical or seasonal fluctuations.
By contrast, the number of lift tickets sold at a ski resort depends on cyclical,
seasonal, and random factors. The components’ relative importance also
depends on the length of the time period being considered. For instance, data
on day-to-day sales over a period of several months may show a great deal of
randomness. The short period precludes looking for seasonal, cyclical or trend
patterns. By contrast, if one looks at monthly sales over a three-year period, not
only will day-to-day randomness get averaged out, but we may see clear seasonal patterns and even some evidence of the business cycle. Finally, annual
data over a 10-year horizon will let us observe cyclical movements and trends
but will average out, and thus mask, seasonal variation.

Fitting a Simple Trend
Figure 4.4 plots the level of annual sales for a product over a dozen years.
The time series displays a smooth upward trend. One of the simplest methods of time-series forecasting is fitting a trend to past data and then extrapolating the trend into the future to make a forecast. Let’s first estimate a
linear trend, that is, a straight line through the past data. We represent this
linear relationship by
Q t ! a " bt,

[4.12]

where t denotes time and Qt denotes sales at time t. As always, the coefficients a
and b must be estimated. We can use OLS regression to do this. To perform the
regression, we first number the periods. For the data in Figure 4.4, it is natural
to number the observations: year 1, year 2, and so on, through year 12. Figure 4.4a shows the estimated trend line superimposed next to the actual observations. According to the figure, the following linear equation best fits the data:
Q t ! 98.2 " 8.6t.
The figure shows that this trend line fits the past data quite closely.
A linear time trend assumes that sales increase by the same number of units
each period. Instead we could use the quadratic form
Q t ! a " bt " ct2.

[4.13]
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FIGURE 4.4
Fitting a Trend to a
Time Series
Candidates include
linear and nonlinear
trends.

(a) Fitting a Linear Trend
Q t = 98.2 + 8.6 t

Sales

Time

(b) Fitting a Quadratic Trend
Sales
Q t = 101.8 + 7.0 t + .12 t2

Time
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A positive value of the coefficient c implies an increasing rate of growth in sales
over time; that is, sales tend to turn more steeply upward over time. Conversely,
if c is negative, sales grow more slowly over time. The quadratic form includes
the linear equation as a special case (when c equals zero). Thus, suppose the
manager runs a regression of sales versus the pair of explanatory variables, t
and t2, and arrives at the equation
Q t ! 101.8 " 7.0t " .12t2,
where, according to t-tests, the constant term and both coefficients are statistically significant. In such a case, the quadratic specification fits the past timeseries data better than the linear specification and has a higher adjusted R2.
The bottom portion of Figure 4.4 shows the time series and the fitted quadratic
equation.
Besides the quadratic equation, forecasters often use the exponential form,
Q t ! brt,

[4.14]

where the coefficients b and r are to be estimated. Here, the coefficient r is raised
to the power t. Thus, if r is greater than 1, then sales, Qt, grow proportionally as
time advances. For instance, if r equals 1.04, then sales grow by 4 percent each
year. Alternatively, if the estimated r falls short of 1, then sales decrease proportionally. If r equals .94, then sales fall by 6 percent per period. By taking the natural log of both sides of the equation, we can convert this into a linear form so
that we can apply OLS:
log(Q t) ! log(b) " log(r)t,

[4.15]

To illustrate, suppose that the manager decides to fit an exponential equation to the time series in Figure 4.4. The resulting least-squares equation is
log(Q t) ! 4.652 " .0545t,
with both coefficients statistically significant. Here, 4.652 represents our best
estimate of log(b) and .0545 is our best estimate of log(r). To find the corresponding estimates of b and r, we take the antilog of each coefficient: b !
antilog(4.652) ! 104.8 and r ! antilog(.0545) ! 1.056. (All standard regression programs, even most handheld calculators, have an antilog or exponential function.) Thus, the fitted exponential equation becomes
Q t ! 104.8(1.056)t.
In other words, the exponential trend estimates annual growth of 5.6 percent
per year. Given only 12 observations in the time series, the quadratic and
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exponential equations give closely similar results. Both curves have about the
same shape and fit the data equally well. (Thus, we have not provided a separate graph of the exponential curve.)
When it comes to forecasting, the significant difference is between the linear and nonlinear specifications. For example, using the linear equation, we
forecast sales for the next year (year 13) to be
Q 13 ! 98.2 " (8.6)(13) ! 210.0.
The forecasts for quadratic and exponential equations are slightly higher,
213.1 and 212.4, respectively. The gap between the predictions widens as we
forecast further and further into the future. The linear equation predicts
constant additions to sales year after year; the nonlinear equations predict
steeper and steeper sales increases over time. Therefore, the respective forecasts for year 16 are 235.8, 244.5, and 250.1; for year 20, they are 270.2,
289.8, and 311.0. Note that, as the time horizon lengthens, the exponential
predictions exceed the quadratic predictions by a greater and greater margin. As time goes by, one can compare these predictions to actual sales experience to judge which equation produces the more accurate forecasts on
average.

CHECK
STATION 5

Forecasting
Cable TV
Subscribers

In 1977, Company A’s common stock sold for $50 per share, the same price as a share
of Company B’s stock. Over the next 35 years, the value of A’s stock increased at an
average rate of 5 percent per year; the value of B’s stock increased by 6 percent per
year on average. Find the 2012 price for each company’s stock. Comment on your
findings.

In many economic settings, the value of a variable today influences the value
of the same variable tomorrow. Increased sales in one month frequently mean
increased sales in the following month. An elevated rate of inflation in the current quarter is likely to spell higher rates in succeeding quarters. To consider
the simplest case, suppose that a firm’s sales in the current period depend on
its sales in the previous period according to
Q t ! a " bQ t#1,
where a and b are coefficients. We can estimate this equation by OLS regression using last period’s sales (or sales “lagged” one period) as the explanatory
variable. For instance, if the constant term a is positive and b is greater than 1,
then sales grow (more than proportionally) over time. Alternatively, if the coefficient b is smaller than one, sales grow at a decreasing rate.

Forecasting
As an example, suppose that a cable television company has watched its
number of subscribers steadily increase over the last 10 quarters. With
500,000 subscribers in hand, the company wants to predict how many additional subscribers it will have one, two, and five years into the future. Three
crucial facts can help the company construct these forecasts. (1) Each quarter, about 98 percent of current subscribers retain the service. (2) The size of
the potential market is about 1,000,000 households, so there are 500,000 potential customers not yet enlisted. (3) Each quarter, about 8 percent of unaffiliated
customers become new subscribers to the company. These facts imply the following equation for total subscribers in quarter t:
Q t ! .98Q t#1 " .08(1,000,000 # Qt#1).
The first term on the right side of the equation is the number of retained
customers from last quarter; the second term is the number of new
subscribers.
Notice that this equation can be simplified to: Qt ! 80,000 ".90Qt#1,
showing that future subscriptions will grow at a decreasing rate. For instance,
starting from Q0 ! 500,000, next quarter’s subscriptions are predicted to
be: Q1 ! 80,000 " (.9)(500,000) ! 530,000. Future quarterly forecasts are
found recursively. Having computed 530,000, the forecast for two quarters
in the future is: Q2 ! 80,000 " (.9)(530,000) ! 557,000. The forecasts for
one year ahead (Q4), two years ahead (Q8), and five years ahead (Q20) are
603,170, 670,860, and 763,527, respectively. These forecasts indicate that
subscriptions are expected to grow at a diminishing rate. Finally, if the cable
company did not have the specific facts in items (1) to (3), it could instead
use the record of its past quarterly subscriptions to fit the best regression
equation of the form Qt ! a " bQt#1, estimate the coefficients a and b
directly, and then use these estimates for forecasting future numbers of subscribers.
THE DEMAND FOR TOYS To illustrate some of the issues involved in timeseries modeling, consider the market for children’s toys. We have collected
sales data for 40 quarters over the period from 1995 to 2004. The tabular portion of Figure 4.5 shows these hypothetical data. The data show an unmistakable upward trend and some obvious seasonal behavior. The pattern does not
seem completely regular, however, which indicates the presence of a random
element.
Let’s first estimate the long-term trend in toy sales. Assuming a linear trend,
we can use any standard computer program to estimate the OLS regression
equation

Q t ! 141.16 " 1.998t.
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FIGURE 4.5
Seasonal Toy Sales over 10 Years
Quantity of Toys Sold (Millions)
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Quarterly Time Periods, 1995–2004
Seasonal Toys Sales over 10 Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Winter 1995
Spring 1995
Summer 1995
Fall 1995
Winter 1996
Spring 1996
Summer 1996
Fall 1996
Winter 1997
Spring 1997
Summer 1997
Fall 1997
Winter 1998
Spring 1998
Summer 1998
Fall 1998
Winter 1999
Spring 1999
Summer 1999
Fall 1999

133
135
140
181
141
170
172
186
143
148
150
194
154
156
158
196
153
161
193
204

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Winter 2000
Spring 2000
Summer 2000
Fall 2000
Winter 2001
Spring 2001
Summer 2001
Fall 2001
Winter 2002
Spring 2002
Summer 2002
Fall 2002
Winter 2003
Spring 2003
Summer 2003
Fall 2003
Winter 2004
Spring 2004
Summer 2004
Fall 2004

158
169
171
209
172
207
209
214
183
212
184
219
185
190
222
227
199
228
230
229
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TABLE 4.7
Regression Output
Dependent variable: Q
Sum of squared errors

11,968.8

Standard error of the regression

17.75

R-squared

0.64

Adjusted R-squared

0.63

F-statistic

67.59

Number of observations

40

Degrees of freedom

38

Constant
Coefficient(s)
Standard error of coefficients
T-statistic

141.16

t
1.998

5.72

.24

24.68

8.22

We have labeled the first quarter (winter 1995) as period one, the second quarter (spring 1995) as period two, and so on. We list the complete regression statistics in Table 4.7. The high F-statistic indicates that the equation has
considerable explanatory power. The time coefficient estimate has a low standard error (relative to the coefficient), which indicates that we can explain at
least some of the variation in sales by a time trend. Roughly, sales have gone up
an average of 2 million per quarter.
We can use this equation to forecast future sales. For instance, winter 2005
corresponds to t ! 41. Inserting this value into the equation implies the forecast Q41 ! 223.08.
SEASONAL VARIATION Now we must account for seasonality. One would
expect most sales to occur in the fall quarter (October to December) prior to
the holidays and the fewest sales in the winter quarter (following the holidays).
Indeed, this is exactly what one observes. Figure 4.5 depicts the seasonal sales
as well as the trend line from the estimated regression equation. Clearly, this
trend line does not account for the seasonal variation in sales. The trend line
consistently underpredicts fall sales and overpredicts winter sales.
One way to correct for seasonality is through the use of dummy variables.
Consider this equation:

Q t ! bt " cW " dS " eU " fF.

Time Trend of Toy
Sales
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The last four variables, W, S, U and F, represent the seasons of the year (U denotes
summer). They are called dummy variables. They take on only the values 0
and 1. For instance, the winter dummy (W) takes on the value 1 if the particular
sales observation occurs in the winter quarter and 0 otherwise. When we perform
an OLS regression to estimate the coefficients b, c, d, e, and f, we obtain:
Q t ! 1.89t " 126.24W " 139.85S " 143.26U " 164.38F.
As we expect, the coefficient for fall is greatest and the coefficient for winter is
lowest. To forecast winter toy sales, we set W ! 1, S ! U ! F ! 0, generating
the equation Qt ! 1.89t " 126.24. Analogously, the predictive equation for fall
toy sales is Qt ! 1.89t " 164.38. In essence, we have a different constant term
for each season. To generate a forecast for winter 2005, we use the winter equation while setting t ! 41. The computed value for next quarter’s sales is Q41 !
203.73. Contrast this with the prediction of 223.08 based on the simple trend.
Accounting for seasonality via dummy variables provides a much more realistic prediction.

CHECK
STATION 6

The Housing
Bubble and
Crash

A utility that supplies electricity in Wisconsin is attempting to track differences in the
demand for electricity in the winter (October through March) and the summer (April
through September). Using quarterly data from the last five years, it estimates the regression equation Q ! 80.5 ! 2.6t ! 12.4W, where W is a dummy variable (equal to 1 in the
winter quarters, 0 otherwise). Has the utility made a mistake by not including a summer
dummy variable? Now, suppose the utility believes that the rate of increase in demand
differs in the winter and the summer. Think of an equation (using an additional dummy
variable) that incorporates this difference.
Realtors will tell you that buying a house is a no-lose investment. By owning
your dream home, you not only enjoy the housing services you would otherwise
have to pay for in the form of rent, but you also have an asset that is sure to
appreciate in value. After all, housing prices never go down.
With the benefit of hindsight, we know that the last statement is untrue
(housing prices can crash) and that the case for home ownership was way oversold. By looking at the past pattern of house prices, could we have recognized
the unusual nature of escalating house prices over the last 20 years? Should we
have been concerned that the housing price bubble might pop and prices
plummet? Figure 4.6 depicts an index of average housing prices for the period
1975 to 2010. The figure shows the level of real housing prices after netting out
the underlying rate of inflation in the U.S. economy.8 The message of the figure is very clear. Between the mid-1970s and the mid-1990s, real housing prices
8
So an annual change in the index from 100 to 101.5 means that average house prices rose 1.5 percent faster than the rate of inflation. If inflation averaged 2.5 percent, then nominal house prices
increased by 4 percent.
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FIGURE 4.6
Thirty-Six years of
Housing Prices
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were nearly constant (home prices simply increased with the rate of inflation
in the greater economy). But between 1995 and 2006, housing prices took off
like a rocket, nearly doubling in 10 years. Indeed, the rate of price increase
was even greater in most major cities on the East and West coasts.9
Which pattern was the exception and which was the rule? Two economic
facts would suggest a norm of housing prices doing no better than keeping
pace with inflation. First, looking back as far as 1950 shows a similar stable pricing pattern. (Indeed, real housing prices in 1900 were at similar levels to those
in 1950, with a lengthy period of depressed housing prices during the Great
Depression.) Second, the cost of renting homes shows a similar pattern of rising in line with the rate of inflation—a relatively stable pattern that has continued over the last decade. Therefore, the exploding cost of owning a house
in the last 15 years is out of line with the historic pattern of rents and with previous housing price trends. High housing prices were not based on economic
fundamentals but by buyers and sellers who believed prices could not fall—
until they did.

9
This discussion is based on R. J. Shiller, The Subprime Solution: How Today’s Global Financial Crisis
Happened and What to Do about It (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008); and D.
Streitfeld, “Housing Fades as a Means to Build Wealth, Analysts Say,” The New York Times, August 22,
2010, p. A1.
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Of course, the speculative run-up in housing prices, after peaking in 2006,
culminated in unprecedented price declines over the next two years of 30 to 50
percent. Why did so many home buyers, homeowners, lenders, and financial
institutions believe that housing prices could go nowhere but up? Simple psychology accounts for a large part of the answer. Such beliefs are supported by
a strong (often unconscious) bias toward overoptimism. According to surveys
taken over the last 20 years, homeowners report that they expect housing prices
to increase in the future by some 10 percent per year. These predictions have
been very stable—before and during the price run-up and even after housing
prices plunged. Moreover, individuals selectively cling to reasons—more qualified buyers, high demand in growing cities, the scarcity of land and housing
in the most desirable locations—that support these beliefs, while overlooking
or dismissing disconfirming evidence. To sum up, the way to overcome these
psychological biases is to keep firmly in mind the 50-year “big picture” of house
price movements.

Barometric Models
Barometric models search for patterns among different variables over time.
Consider a firm that produces oil drilling equipment. Management naturally
would like to forecast demand for its product. It turns out that the seismic crew
count, an index of the number of teams surveying possible drilling sites, gives
a good indication as to changes in future demand for drilling equipment. For
this reason, we call the seismic crew a leading indicator of the demand for
drilling equipment.
Economists have identified many well-known leading indicators. The number of building permits lead the number of housing starts. Stock market indices
(such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average) indicate future increases and
decreases in economic activity (expansions or recessions). Such indicators,
however, are not without certain problems.
1. Leading indicators are not always accurate. According to one
humorous economic saying, declines in the stock market have
predicted 14 of the last 8 recessions.
2. The amount of time between the change in the leading indicator and
the change in the forecasted series varies. Leading indicators may say
a change is coming, but they often cannot say exactly when.
3. The change in the leading indicator rarely gives much information
about the size of the change in the forecasted series.
Frequently, leading indicators are averaged to form a composite leading indicator. This helps eliminate some of the randomness and makes the indicator
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more accurate. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis has developed (and publishes) the Index of Leading Indicators. This index signals future changes in
the course of the economy. The revised index is a weighted average of 11 economic series:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Weekly hours of manufacturing workers
Manufacturers’ new orders
Changes in manufacturers’ unfilled orders
Plant and equipment orders
The number of housing building permits
Changes in sensitive materials prices
Percentage of companies receiving slower deliveries
The money supply
The index of consumer confidence
The index of 500 companies’ common-stock prices
Average weekly claims for unemployment insurance

Positive changes in the first 10 indicators (and a decline in the last) indicate
future economic growth, whereas persistent declines in the index presage a
weak economy and possible recession. On average, the composite index tends
to turn down nine months before the onset of recession. The index increases
about four to five months before the economy bottoms out and begins to grow.

Forecasting Performance
When macroeconomic and microeconomic risks loom large, a firm’s decisions
are only as good as its economic forecasts.
In 1987, Walt Disney Co. embarked on an ambitious project to open a $2 billion
theme park outside of Paris. Besides the park, Disney’s investment encompassed over 5,000 hotel rooms, office space, hundreds of private homes, and a
golf course. However, since opening in April 1992, Euro Disney has floundered
with lower-than-expected revenues and elevated costs. In the low season
(November through March) Disney’s luxury hotels averaged only 10 percent
occupancy rates. Indeed, there were no buyers for the additional hotels that the
company planned to build and sell. The average European visitor spent far less
on food, lodging, and merchandise than the average visitor to the company’s
American parks.
In making its decision to build the park, Disney faced a monumental task of
economic forecasting: The company’s planning relied on both microeconomic

Forecasting the
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and macroeconomic predictions. Based on the evidence to date, the company
made a host of crucial mistakes in its forecasting. One mistake the company readily admits: It did not anticipate the length and depth of the recession in Europe.
(However, the European slowdown was foreseen and predicted by most international forecasters.) The recession meant fewer visitors, less spending, and a
disastrous fall in real-estate prices.
Failed microeconomic forecasts also contributed to Euro Disney’s operating
problems. In envisioning the opening of Euro Disney, the company confidently cited its previous experience in opening its Tokyo theme park. But the
reasons for the success of the Japanese park did not carry over to France.
Work rules, effective in Japan, did not suit the French labor environment.
The Japanese visitor, with a higher income than its European counterpart,
happily spent two to five days at the park. Europeans, accustomed to monthlong, extended vacations in Mediterranean climes, did not. Nor were Euro
Disney’s visitors as willing to wait in long lines. Also, French visitors insisted
on sit-down, high-quality meals. When it first opened, Euro Disney delivered
snack food and did not serve beer or wine. Not surprisingly, European visitors
preferred Parisian hotels 30 minutes away to Disney’s high-priced “fantasy”
accommodations.
In short, most of Disney’s problems stemmed from the company’s inability to forecast fundamental demand for its services and products. Based on its
experience, the company has instituted many changes in Euro Disney’s operations. It has lowered ticket prices for the park and hotel rates, revamped its
restaurant service, loosened stringent employee work rules, and changed its
marketing campaign. In spite of these changes Euro Disney continued to struggle. In 2004, Euro Disney reported record losses and entered negotiations
with creditors to avoid bankruptcy. Its losses in 2005 and 2006 averaged 100
million Euros before narrowing to some 40 million Euros in 2007. In 2008,
each Euro Disney share was trading at only about 7 percent of its equivalent
price in 1992.10
FORECASTING ACCURACY The forecast accuracy of a given equation or
model typically is measured by how closely its predictions match the actual realizations of the variable in question. Usually, such an evaluation is based on a
comparison of many forecasts and realizations. For instance, a frequently
quoted performance measure is the average absolute error (AAE):

AAE !

g ƒ Q " Q* ƒ
,
m

10
This account is based on F. Norris, “Euro Disney,” The New York Times, Norris Blog (December 3,
2007); F. Norris, “Euro Disney Secures Plan to Ward Off Bankruptcy,” The New York Times
(September 29, 2004), p. C4; P. Prada, “Euro Disney Does Nicely. So Why are Investors Grumpy?”
The Wall Street Journal (September 6, 2000), p. A20; and other published reports.
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where Q* denotes the forecast, m is the number of forecasts, and Q is the
realized future value. An equation’s root mean squared error (RMSE) is similarly defined:
RMSE !

A

g(Q " Q*)2
m"k

.

Like the goodness-of-fit measures discussed earlier in this chapter, the RMSE
depends on the sum of squared errors. Here, however, the issue is the error in
forecasting future values rather than how well the equation fits the past data.
Note that the “average” is based on degrees of freedom, that is, on the number
of forecasts minus the number of estimated coefficients (k).
Forecasts suffer from the same sources of error as estimated regression
equations. These include errors due to (1) random fluctuations, (2) standard
errors of the coefficients, (3) equation misspecification, and (4) omitted variables. In addition, forecasting introduces at least two new potential sources of
error. First, the true economic relationship may change over the forecast
period. An equation that was highly accurate in the past may not continue to
be accurate in the future. Second, to compute a forecast, one must specify values of all explanatory variables. For instance, to predict occupancy rates for its
hotels in future years, Disney’s forecasters certainly would need to know average room prices and expected changes in income of would-be visitors. In this
sense, its forecasts are conditional—that is, they depend on specific values of
the explanatory variables. Uncertainty about any of these variables (such as
future regional income) necessarily contributes to errors in demand forecasts.
Indeed, an astute management team may put considerable effort into accurately forecasting key explanatory variables.

In light of the difficulties in making economic predictions, it is important to
examine how well professional forecasters perform. Stephen McNees, an economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, has analyzed the track records of
major forecasters and forecasting organizations. The methods examined
include sophisticated econometric models, barometric methods, time-series
analysis, and informal judgmental forecasts. Thus, his analysis strives for an
even-handed comparison of a wide variety of forecasting methods. He has come
to several interesting conclusions.11
First, forecast accuracy has improved over time as a result of better data
and better models. Forecasters did better in the 1990s than in the 1980s. They
have made reasonably accurate forecasts of annual real GDP (though they have
11
See S. K. McNees, “An Assessment of the ‘Official’ Economic Forecasts;” New England Economic
Review (July–August 1995): 13–23, and S. K. McNees, “How Large Are Economic Forecast Errors?”
New England Economic Review (July–August 1992): 25–42.
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been less accurate in predicting economic “turns”) and of inflation, except in
instances of large inflation shocks (as in the 1974 oil shock or the 1982 recession). Energy forecasts have improved dramatically. But in the last decade, further incremental gains in accuracy have been small.
Second, many economic variables still elude accurate forecasting. To be
useful, any prediction also should report a margin of error or confidence interval around its estimate. One way to appreciate this uncertainty is to survey a
great many forecasters and observe the range of forecasts for the same economic variable. (But even this range understates the uncertainty. A significant
portion of actual outcomes falls outside the surveyed range; that is, the outcomes are higher than the highest forecast or lower than the lowest.)
Third, the time period for making forecasts matters. On average, accuracy
falls as the forecasters try to predict farther into the future. The time interval
forecasted also matters. (Forecasts of annual changes tend to be more accurate than forecasts of quarterly changes.) Fourth, no forecaster consistently
outperforms any other. Rather, forecast accuracy depends on the economic
variable being predicted, how it is measured, and the time horizon. But the
differences in accuracy across the major forecasters are quite small. Overall,
macromodels performed better than purely extrapolative models, but, for
many economic variables, the advantage (if any) is small.

Final Thoughts
Estimating and forecasting demand are as much art as science. This chapter has
presented some of the most important statistical techniques currently available. But the analyst (and the manager) must never let these techniques themselves be the final arbiter of the quality of demand equations and forecasts.
Judgment plays as important a role as statistics in evaluating demand equations. Thus, it is important to answer the following questions:
1. Does the equation (or equations) make economic sense? What is the
underlying economic relationship? Are the “right” explanatory
variables included in the equation? Might other relevant variables be
included? What form of the equation is suggested by economic
principles?
2. Are the signs and magnitudes of the estimated coefficients
reasonable? Do they make economic sense?
3. Based on an intelligent interpretation of the statistics, does the model
have explanatory power? How well did it track the past data?
If the equation successfully answers these questions, the manager can be confident that it makes good economic sense.

Forecasting

Top management of the movie chain seeks to use demand analysis to produce the bestpossible prediction of the film’s weekly gross revenue per screen. The chain’s profit
directly depends on this prediction. For instance, a contract having the chain pay the studio $4,500 per screen per week (for a four-week guaranteed run) will be a bargain if the
film turns out to be a megahit and earns gross revenue of $8,000 per screen per week. The
same contract is a losing proposition if the film bombs and brings in only $1,500 per
screen per week.
The theater chain’s staff economists have used data from 204 major film releases
during the preceding calendar year to estimate a demand equation to predict average
revenues for a typical film. The best regression equation fitting the data is found to be
AR ! 12,697N".197(1.31)S(1.27)H(1.22)C(1.15)A

[4.16]

The dependent variable is the average revenue per screen per week (during the first four
weeks of the film’s release). In turn, N denotes the number of nationwide screens on
which the film is playing. The other explanatory variables are dummy variables: S ! 1 for
a summer release, H ! 1 for a holiday release, C ! 1 if the cast contains one or more
proven blockbuster stars, and A ! 1 if the film is a large-budget action film. (If a film
does not fall into a given category, the dummy variable is assigned the value of 0.)
According to Equation 4.16, a nondescript film (S ! H ! C ! A ! 0) released in
2,000 theaters nationwide would generate revenue per screen per week of AR !
12,697(2,000)".197 ! $2,841. Consider the effect of varying the number of screens. The
negative exponent ".197 means that average revenue per screen falls with the number of
screens playing the film. A film in narrow release (for instance, in an exclusive engagement on single screens in major cities) earns much more revenue per screen than a film in
the widest release (3,500 screens nationwide), which inevitably leaves many seats empty.
Thus, the same nondescript film released on only 100 screens nationwide would earn
AR ! 12,697(100)".197 ! $5,125 per screen per week. Next, note the effect of each
dummy variable. The multiplicative factor associated with S (1.31) means that, other
things equal, a summer release (S ! 1) will increase AR by a factor of (1.31)1, or 31 percent. Similarly, a starry cast will increase predicted AR by 22 percent, and an action film
will raise AR by 15 percent. It is easy to check that releasing a summer action film with a
starry cast increases revenue by a factor of (1.31)(1.22)(1.15) ! 1.84, or 84 percent.
The data used to estimate Equation 4.16 (average revenues, numbers of screens,
and so on) were collected from the weekly entertainment magazine Variety, which reports
on all major U.S. film releases. The theater chain collected these data for 204 films.
Equation 4.16’s multiplicative form was estimated (via ordinary least squares) in the
equivalent log-linear form. Thus, the actual regression equation (from which Equation 4.16
is derived) is
log(AR) ! 9.45 " .197log(N) # .27S # .23H # .20C # .14A

[4.17]

To go from Equation 4.17 to Equation 4.16, we took the antilog of Equation 4.18’s coefficients. Thus, antilog(9.45) ! 12,697, antilog(.27) ! 1.31, antilog(.23) ! 1.27, and so on.
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The regression output associated with estimated Equation 4.17 shows that the explanatory variables are all statistically significant (according to their t-values) at a 99 percent
degree of confidence. The variables N, S, and C exhibit a moderate degree of multicollinearity (summer films tend to have starry casts and very wide releases), but, given
the large sample (204 observations), this does not unduly affect the validity of the individual coefficients.
However, the R2 of the regression equation is only .31—that is, the equation explains
only 31 percent of the variation in revenues for the films released that year. This should
not be very surprising. As noted, film revenues are inherently unpredictable. To explain
31 percent of these variations is a solid achievement. Clearly, the theater executive could
make a better forecast if she knew the magnitude of the studio’s advertising and promotion budget, the reviews the film will receive, and the strengths of competing films for
release during the same time period.12 However, at the time she must contract for films,
this information is unavailable. Given the large standard error of the regression, the margin of error surrounding AR is in the neighborhood of plus or minus 33 percent.
Predicting movie revenues will always be a risky proposition.

SUMMARY
Decision-Making Principles
1. Decisions are only as good as the information on which they are based.
Accurate demand forecasts are crucial for sound managerial decision
making.
2. The margin of error surrounding a forecast is as important as the
forecast itself. Disasters in planning frequently occur when management
is overly confident of its ability to predict the future.
3. Important questions to ask when evaluating a demand equation are the
following: Does the estimated equation make economic sense? How well
does the equation track past data? To what extent is the recent past a
predictable guide to the future?

Nuts and Bolts
1. Demand estimation and forecasting can provide the manager with
valuable information to aid in planning and pricing. Ideally, the
forecasting process should provide (1) the forecast, (2) an estimate of its
accuracy, and (3) an explicit description (an equation) of the
dependency relationships.
12
Conspicuously missing as explanatory variables in Equation 4.16 are price and income. These
variables have no demand effects because both are essentially fixed over the one-year time period
(and theaters do not vary ticket prices across films).

Summary
2. Data can be collected from a variety of sources, including surveys,
controlled market studies, uncontrolled market data, and purchased or
published forecasts.
3. Regression analysis is a set of statistical techniques that quantify the
dependence of a given economic variable on one or more other
variables. The first step in regression is to formulate a model of this
relationship in terms of an equation to be estimated. The second step
is to estimate an equation that best fits the data. The usual criterion is
based on minimizing squared errors (so-called ordinary least
squares).
4. Regression analysis provides not only coefficient estimates but also
statistics that reflect the accuracy of the equation. Important statistics
include the equation’s R2, F-statistic, and standard error, and the
standard errors and t-statistics for individual coefficients. These statistics
indicate the explanatory power of individual variables and of the
equation as a whole.
5. There are two main categories of forecasting methods. Structural
forecasts rely on estimated equations describing relationships between
economic variables. Nonstructural methods (such as time-series analysis
and barometric methods) track observed patterns in economic variables
over time. Time-series analysis relies on the identification of trends,
cyclical fluctuations, and seasonal variations to predict the course of
economic variables. Barometric methods (leading indicators) are used to
forecast the general course of the economy and changes in particular
sectors.
6. Forecasting accuracy has improved over time, but incremental gains have
been small.

Questions and Problems
1. Discuss and compare the advantages and disadvantages of survey
methods and test marketing.
2. Coca-Cola Company introduced New Coke largely because of Pepsi’s
success in taste tests head to head with Coke Classic.
a. Consider the following hypothetical information: (1) In blind taste
tests, 58 percent of subjects preferred Pepsi to Coke Classic; (2) in
similar tests, 58 percent of subjects preferred the taste of New Coke to
Pepsi. From these findings, what can Coca-Cola’s management
conclude about consumers’ preferences between Coke Classic and
New Coke?
b. Consider the following preference rankings of three different types of
consumers A, B, and C:
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